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ABSTRACT 

Recent advances in microelectronics have made available low cost micro-processors with 
enhanced capabilities. This has increased the interest for using micro-processors in power system 

protection. Several relay algorithms proposed in the past can be implemented on a micro-procesor 

to produce numerical estimates of operating parameters of a power system. These estimates frin 

the basis of relaying decisions. 

The relay algorithms are designed assuming the nature of the waveforms of the inputs. jfrhe 

estimates provided by an algorithm are not correct when the waveform of an input is not similar to 

that used in the design of the algorithm. The accuracy of the estimates is further reduced by the 

words of the digital processors being of finite sizes. Therefore, a relay algorithm is chosen after 

studying its characteristics and investigating its performance. 

This thesis is concerned with the development of a software that provides an interactive 

approach for the evaluation of relay algorithms. The software incorporates several algorithms that 

are designed by using the trigonometric, correlation and least error squares techniques. The software 

also includes facilities for generating data that can be used for testing the performance of the 

algorithms in situations that a relay might encounter in a power system. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

An electric power system generates, transmits and distributes electric energy with mini um 

interruptions and at reasonable costs. During the design of a power system, normal ope ting 

conditions, such as load changes, and abnormal operating conditions, such as faults and 'pad-

generation imbalances, are considered in detail. 

The security and reliability of the system can be enhanced by providing enough sp res, 

adequate capacity margins, and by installing multiple circuits between generating stations and ajor 

load centers. The reliability can be improved further by dividing a system into protection z nes, 

providing separate relays for detecting faults in each zone and initiating control actions for isol ting 

the faulted zone. This practice ensures flexibility during normal operation and minimizes the part of 

the system that must be isolated during faults and abnormal operating conditions. 

1.2 Power System Protection 

Protection systems include equipment that is necessary for recognizing the existence of a fitult, 

determining its location and initiating the opening of circuit breakers for isolating the faulted Zone 

from the system. Relays are almost exclusively used for performing these functions. However, the 

use of relay and circuit breaker combinations may not be economically justified in some situations. 

In such cases, fuses are used to perform these functions. 

There are many types of relays, used separately or collectively, depending on the typ( of 

protection and the type of equipment to be protected. The basic electrical quantities that chaInge 

during faults and abnormal operating conditions are the voltages, the currents, the phase angles 

between the voltages and currents and the frequency. These changes can provide substantial 

information on the nature of a disturbance, the identity of the equipment that is experiencing a fult 

and the location of the fault. 

In a protection scheme, each relay performs an assigned function and responds in a spe ific 

manner to the changes in the circuit quantities. For example, a relay could be designed to operate 

when the current in the relay exceeds a specified magnitude while another relay could be designed to 

operate when the ratio of the fundamental frequency voltage phasor to the fundamental frequency 
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rrent phasor decreases below a set value. These relays are generally described by their 

nnections, the actuating quantities and the disturbances to which they respond. On the other land, 

e protection schemes derive their names from the equipment they protect. 

1 Changing Trends in Power System Protection 

The first automatic device used for isolating a fault in a power system was a fuse. One 

d sadvantage of this device is that it has to be replaced every time it interrupts current. Also, it 

c nnot discriminate a faulted zone from the unfaulted zones in a complex power system. 

A significant improvement in power system protection was achieved with the introductio of 

a tomatic circuit breakers. This was soon followed by the development of electro-mechanical 

th t could initiate the tripping of circuit breakers. Protective devices with greater sensitivity, better 

se ectivity and faster speed were later developed to meet the requirements for application in 

in reasingly complex power systems. 

The development of solid-state electronic relays started in the 1950's. In the early stages, these 

re ays were not generally accepted by the users because of high failure rates of electrOnic 

co ponents and inappropriate designs. Later developments used newer technology and improved 

de igns. Today, several kinds of solid-state relays are being used in power systems. 

With the advent of digital technology, development of the micro-processor based relays has 

re eived considerable attention. The use of real time computations for system protection was first 

p posed in 1966 by Last and Stalewsky [1]. Rockefeller [2] studied the feasibility of using a digital 

co puter for the protection of a substation and the transmission lines emanating from it. A great 

de 1 of research is still being conducted in the area of computer relaying. 

Several digital methods have been developed for estimating the electrical parameters of potier 

sy tems. These methods use digital signal processing techniques and are commonly referred to as 

"r ay algorithms". These algorithms can be implemented on micro-processors for producing 

nu erical estimates of power system parameters from sequences of voltage and current sampes. 

Th estimates provided by the algorithms form the bases of relaying decisions. 

Presently, several relaying algorithms are available and research is under way to develop newer 

rithms. However, no single algorithm is optimum for all applications. Each algorithm has its 

strengths and weaknesses. This is because the design of an algorithm is based on some 

mptions concerning the waveforms of the inputs. An algorithm provides error free results when 

alg 

ow 

ass 

they waveforms of the inputs are those assumed during the design of the algorithm. The wavefo 
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of power system voltages and currents during faults are distorted and contain components of several 

frequencies besides the fundamental frequency component. The errors depend on the magnitud s of 

the components not considered in the algorithm design and the response of the algorithms to ose 

components. Two limiting factors in implementing the algorithms on a digital processor are the 

saturation of analog to digital converters, and the finite size of the words of the analog to digital 

converters and processors used. Therefore, to select an appropriate algorithm for a relay desi n, a 

tool to evaluate different relay algorithms would be useful. The tool should be suitable for testi g an 

al:orithm for its response to the inputs from power systems experiencing faults and abnormal 

operating conditions. The tool should be suitable for studying the influence of finite word si e of .: 

digital devices and the saturation of analog to digital converters on the performance of an algori m. 

1.4 Objective of Thesis 

The major objective of the work reported in this thesis, is the development of an interactive 

software package that would evaluate the performance of relay algorithms presently being used in 

industry and in research projects. The package, as the name suggests, should provide an interactive 

environment. It should also allow the simulation of the effects of limiting factors experienced in the 

implementation of a relaying algorithm on the digital processors. 

1.5 Outline of Thesis 

This thesis contains eight chapters and four appendices. The first chapter introduces the 

subject of the thesis and describes its organization. Chapter 2 outlines the advantages of using 

digital relays, describes the functional block diagram of a typical digital relay and, finally, identifies 

the sources of errors associated with a digital relay. 

Chapter 3 describes the relaying algorithms that can be used to estimate the peak values and 

the phase angles of phasors representing power system voltages and currents. The recently 

developed techniques for estimating the frequency of a power system are then described. M jor 

factors that generally influence the selection of relaying algorithms are discussed in Chapter 4. he 

interdependence of these factors and the trade-offs that must be made while designing a digital relay 

are also examined in this chapter. 

The development of an interactive software that is suitable for evaluating the performance of 

digital algorithms is described in the fifth chapter. The specifications of the software and its 

structure are outlined. The overall organizational block-diagrams and brief descriptions of the major 
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software programs are included. 

Chapter 6 describes the testing of the software that includes the sample studies to evaluat the 

peak value and frequency estimation algorithms. Test results are included to demonstrate the 

capabilities of the developed software. The seventh chapter includes a summary of the thesis. The 

conclusions drawn from the work reported in the thesis are then presented. A list of references is 

given in Chapter 8. 

The thesis contains four appendices. Appendix A describes a technique for obtaining the 

frequency response of a digital filter. A technique for modelling analog to digital converters is 

outlined in Appendix B. A procedure for performing multiplications in micro-processors usin bit 

shifts, additions and subtractions is described in Appendix C. The last appendix, Appendix D, 

describes a piecewise linear approximation technique for estimating the amplitudes of phasors from 

their real and imaginary components. 



Chapter 2 

DIGITAL RELAYS IN POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION 

2. Introduction 

Power systems are, generally, protected by using combinations of relays and circuit brea ers. 

R lays detect the onset of faults and, if necessary, initiate the opening of circuit breakers to is late 

th faulty equipment. Modern power systems are complex networks. The complexity of these 

n tworks demands that the relays used for the protection be reliable, secure, accurate and take less 

ti e to make decisions. The electro-mechanical and static relays are, generally, used. HoweVer, 

se eral individuals and organizations have been conducting substantial research in the area of 

co puter relaying for the last several years. The use of digital relays in power systems should be 

co pared with the existing electro-mechanical and solid-state relays before adopting them for 

ge eral use. 

Early research in the field of computer relaying considered the use of a single computer (a 

mi -computer) for all the relaying functions in a substation. In case of computer break-downs, the 

us of a stand-alone computer would result in complete failures of substation protection. A stan by 

co puting system would be needed to avoid such failures. The use of two main-frame computer , a 

m in and a standby, for a substation protection appeared too expensive to be commercially via le. 

Ho ever, recent advancements in microelectronics have resulted in the availability of low ost 

pr cessors with enhanced capabilities. This has changed the present view to use individual micro-

co puters dedicated to specific relaying functions with facilities for data exchange amqng 

the selves. It is expected that this concept will result in realizing the advantages of compOter 

rel ying without the drawbacks of using a main-frame computer. 

This chapter briefly describes three major aspects of digital relays. Firstly, it highlights the 

be efits that can accrue from the use of digital relays instead of the conventional relays. A typical 

blo k diagram of a digital relay is then presented. The results computed by digital relays would have 

inh rent errors. The errors are a function of the word length of the digital processor and the number 

of its in the analog to digital converter used. The errors in digital relaying that may be introdu ed 

by e finite word length of the analog to digital converters and digital processors are examined. 
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.2 Perceived Benefits of Digital Relaying 

Recent developments in the field of micro-processors have enabled digital relays to be a v 

a tentative to electro-mechanical and static relays. It seems that digital relays will eventuall 

ore economical than the conventional relays. The cost of conventional relays has been incre 

able 

be 

sing 

d ring the last twenty years whereas the cost of digital devices has been decreasing rapidly dUring 

e same time. Also, the software development cost per unit in a digital relaying system would be 

r duced if a large number of identical units are manufactured and sold. 

In addition to the relaying functions, a digital relay has the potential to perform other tasks, 

s ch as self diagnosis, data analysis etc. This additional feature can offset, to some degree, the 

hi her cost of presently available digital relays. A brief summary of the specific advantages of using 

di ital relays is presented in this section. 

2.Z.1 Flexibility 

A digital relay is a programmable device. Revisions and modifications in relay characteristics, 

essitated by changes in operating conditions, can be made through pre-programmed modulesL A 

gle, general purpose hardware based relay can be designed to perform a variety of protection and 

itrol tasks. This would lead to a smaller inventory of spares for maintenance. 

.2 Reliability 

The failure of a conventional relay becomes apparent only when it fails to operate u on 

ountering a fault or malfunctions under the normal operating conditions. However, most of the 

dware failures in a digital relay can be detected as they occur. Additional diagnostic featu es, 

h as specific programs, can be executed to test the hardware, calibration of the analog to di ital 

iverter and the integrity of programs. Therefore, it is expected that most of the failures in a digital 

eying system can be detected immediately, and this can be used to alert the operator for corrective 

asures. 

3 Data-interface Access 

A digital relay can be equipped with input/output ports for exchanging data and con rol 

imands. The pre-fault and post-fault signals can be stored in the relay memory and 1 ter 

smitted to a central computer through a data link. This information can be used for fu er 

stigations that might lead to improved operating practices and relay designs. 
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2.2.4 Adaptive capabilities 

A digital relay can be programmed to automatically change its characteristics depending 

the operating status of the power system. The change can be made either by considering 

information locally provided to the relay or on receipt of a command from the central computer 

data link. The change may consist of selecting a new setting, or selecting a new protection routir 

2.2.5 Mathematical Capabilities 

Designs of conventional relays are constrained by the characteristics and limitations of 

electro-mechanical or solid-state components. But the digital relays can be programmed to pro 

almost any characteristics. Programming a complex characteristic is only nominally more diffi 

to implement than a simple characteristic. 

pon 

the 

is a 

e. 

the 

ide 

ult 

2.3 Functional Details of a Digital Relay 

Major functional blocks of a digital processor based relay are shown in Figure 2.1. The analog 

sub-system receives low level voltage and current signals from voltage transformers and current 

transformers, respectively. The sub-system isolates the relay from the power system and provides 

protection from transient over voltages. It also uses low pass filters to band-limit the signals. As 

analog to digital (A/D) converters accept only voltage signals as inputs, the sub-system converts, all 

currents into equivalent voltages and reduces their levels to avoid saturation of A/D converters. 

The outputs of the analog sub-system are applied to the analog interface sub-system. This 

sub-system includes sample and hold, A/D conversion and multiplexing hardware. The proces$ed 

signals from the analog sub-system are sampled at a selected sampling rate. The sampling rate nd 

the cut-off frequency of the analog filters (in analog sub-system) are inter-dependent. The, sampl ng 

rate must be at least twice that of the frequency of the highest frequency component expected to 1)e 

present in the analog inputs. The instantaneous values of the signals are held as voltages acr6ss 

capacitors. A multiplexer applies each voltage in turn to an A/D converter that converts the sampled 

values to equivalent digital representations. Alternatively, dedicated AID converters can be used or 

each sampled signal. A multiplexer can then be used to read each information sequentially into 

computer. 

The digital input sub-system conveys the status of the power system circuit breakers and 

switches to the relay. Input wiring must be properly shielded to protect the relay from transient 

voltages that may be experienced on the wiring. 
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Figure 2.1 Functional block diagram of a digital relay. 
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The digitized data are then entered into the Random Access Memory (RAM). A reco of 

significant events in the power system are saved in the Random Access Memory as historical files. 

The organizations and lengths of the data files depend on the needs of the users. The data stored in 

historical files should be moved to a secondary device (a local computer or a remote host) as soon as 

possible, thus freeing the RAM for storing information on the next occurrence of a transient. The 

relay programs reside in a non-volatile, Read Only Memory (ROM). The controllers, central 

processing unit (CPU) and the registers work as a group to execute the programs, one statement at a 

time. 

The digital output sub-system conveys the decisions of the relay to the power system. 1.11e 

outputs from the relay, generally, provide signals for tripping circuit-breakers, annunciators etc. 

A digital relay requires uninterrupted supply of power. A battery and an AC to DC conveter 

are usually used to supply power to the digital relays. AC to DC converters used in these relays
)
 are 

designed for continuously supplying the power demand of the relay and sufficient power to keep the 

battery fully charged. Whenever the AC supply to the converter fails, the battery starts supplying 

uninterrupted power to the relay. 

2.4 Errors in Digital Relays 

The advantages of using digital relays have been discussed in Section 2.2. However, these 

relays have the inherent problem of limited accuracy. This is because all digital devices have finite 

number of bits in a word, for example, the number of bits in an A/D converter and word length of a 

digital processor. The coefficients of digital filters (relay algorithms) can not be represented 

precisely in processors. Therefore, the responses of filters implemented on micro-processors differ 

from those of the precise implementations. Also, the errors in computations are introduced when 

results of arithmetic operations are stored in words of finite sizes. An A/D converter is designed for 

a specified range of voltage inputs. When an input is out of this range, the A/D converter saturates 

resulting in an incorrect representation of the input. References [3,4] describe the effects of finite 

word size in digital filters. This section briefly describes these sources of errors associated with a 

digital relay. 
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2 4.1 Analog to Digital Converter Errors 

Consider an A/D converter that has b+1 bits. Also consider that an analog voltage, v, is 

a plied to this converter and the binary output is Q (v ) . In most cases, the binary representation will 

n t be equal to the true value of the analog input. Theoretically, an infinite number of bits ma be 

quired to correctly represent some analog inputs within the specified range. For practical 

i plementation, these numbers are either truncated or rounded to fit into a selected word length. 

2.}1.1.1 Truncation Error 

For a truncated binary representation, the difference between a quantized value and the true 

v ue, Q (v ) — v , is defined as the truncation error. For positive numbers, the largest error occurs 

w en all the truncated bits are unity. The truncation error is, therefore, negative and its magnitude is 

le s than the value of least significant bit (LSB). The error, e, can, therefore, be defined as 

0>e> -2—b . 

For negative numbers, the truncation errors depend on the method used for their representation. 

N gative numbers are, commonly, represented by sign and magnitude, one's complement and two's 

co plement representations [5]. Truncation errors for negative numbers are positive if sign and 

m gnitude, and one's complement representations are used. The error, e, can be mathematically 

0 < e < 2-1) (2.2) 

ex tressed as follows: 

If two's complement representations are used, truncation errors are negative and can be expressed' as 

follows: 

< e < 0 (2. 3) 



where 

e is the truncation error. 

2.4.1.2 Rounding Error 

Instead of truncating, numbers can be rounded to fit into a finite-length word. This process 

consists of choosing the closest quantization level. Numbers exactly halfway between two 

quantization levels may either be rounded up or down. Assuming that a number falling exactly 

hafway between two steps is always rounded up, the rounding error, E, is 

<e5 1
2 

2—b. 

Both truncation and rounding are non-linear in nature and are graphically shown in Figure 2.2. 

2.4.1.3 Saturation Errors 

An A/D converter is designed to receive signals in a fixed range of voltage levels. If the inputs 

do not lie in this range, the A/D converter will saturate. In such cases, the digital representations of 

the inputs will not be correct. As a consequence, computations performed using thse 

representations, will also not be correct. Figure 2.3 shows an input of 12V peak signal as interpreted 

by an A/D converter designed for an input range of +10V to -10V. 

2.4.2 Digital Processor Errors 

In addition to the truncations of the inputs by the A/D converter, inputs may also be subjected 

to further truncations if the word-length used in the processor is shorter than that of the A/D 

corverter (but this is seldom the case). However, during the arithmetic operations, such as additions, 

subtractions, multiplications or divisions, the results can not always be stored in the finite word s 

of the processor. For example, when two numbers of b+1 bits are multiplied, the product 

number that can not be stored in a word of b+1 bits. At such instances, truncation or rounding 

results will be needed. As the computations proceed, the errors because of truncation or roundi 

will accrue. However, these errors can be reduced significantly by making use of multiple w 

lengths (i.e. two or more words of b+1 bits). 

ze 
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Q(v) 

v (a) 

Q(v) 

v (b) 

Q(v) 

(c) 

Figure 2.2 Quantization of analog information (a) truncation for sign and magnitude, 
and one's complement representation of numbers, (b) truncation for twp's 
complement representation of numbers and (c) rounding. 
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Figure 2.3 Representation of a signal as interpreted by a saturated A/D converter. 
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In some situations, the result of an addition or subtraction can not be stored in a single word, 

overflow or underflow would arise. Results computed by digital relays would be inaccurate if some 

means is not provided for detecting overflows and underflows and taking some suitable corrective

actions. 

2.4.3 Software Errors 

Relay software errors can be due to several reasons. Two major sources of errors are identified 

in this section. One source is the approximations made while representing the filter coefficients by 

their equivalent binary numbers. The second source is the approximations used for representing 

functions, such as using a bit shifting approach for multiplications and divisions. 

2.4.3.1 Effect of Inaccuracies in Coefficient Representations 

To implement a relaying algorithm on a micro-processor, the filter coefficients are replaced by 

their equivalent binary numbers. Because of the finite word length of the processor, each coefficient 

is :epresented by its binary equivalent of b+1 bits. The difference between binary representatiOns 

and the true values will alter the filter characteristics. This may adversely affect the accuracy of 

results. 

2.4.3.2 Errors Due to Bit Shift Approach of Multiplication 

A bit shift approach for multiplication is commonly used in micro-computers that do not vise 

hardware multipliers. In some situations, this approach is also used to reduce the software execution 

time. In digital relays, digitized values of the inputs that are integers, are required to be multiplied 

with filter coefficients that are fractional values. This can be achieved by representing each filter 

coefficient as a series, and implementing the multiplications by a set of bit shift, add and subtract 

instructions. This approach introduces some errors in computations because the series may IK)t 

precisely represent the filter coefficients. Errors are also introduced when right shift operations Ore 
performed on binary numbers. These errors also depend on whether the numbers are truncated Il,or 

rouaded. For multiple shift operations, the errors can continue to accumulate. 
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2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, advantages of digital relays over the electro-mechanical and static relays have 

been discussed. A brief description of the functional block diagram of a typical digital relay has 

been presented. Lastly, the sources of errors in digital relays have been identified and discussed. 



Chapter 3 

ALGORITHMS FOR PROTECTIVE RELAYING 

3.1. Introduction 

Digital relays are software controlled devices that use algorithms for estimating the operating 

p rameters of a system and use selected characteristics to make appropriate decisions. A rela 

al orithm usually consists of a few mathematical equations that are implemented to pro 

n merical estimates of frequency, voltage and current phasors and derived quantities. Data sam 

at 

al 

an 

fr 

an 

te 

3.: 

ing 

uce 

)led 

prespecified rates are used by the algorithms to obtain the estimates. The outputs of these 

orithms are compared with the relay characteristics for making decisions. 

Substantial research towards the development of relaying algorithms has been condOted 

ring the last fifteen years. Several algorithms developed so far estimate peak values and phase 

les of voltage and current phasors. More recently, algorithms for estimating power system 

quency have also been proposed. 

This chapter reviews the mathematical basis of the algorithms that can compute the magnitudes 

phase angles of phasors representing voltage and current waveforms. Recently developed 

hniques for estimating the power system frequency are then discussed. 

no 

tha 

the 

the 

no 

res 

Algorithms for Estimating Phasors 

Digital algorithms can be divided in two classes, nonrecursive and recursive algorithms. 'he 

recursive algorithms use a finite number of data samples to obtain an estimate. The time period 

contains these samples is called a data window. The outputs of the algorithms depend solely on 

values of the samples in a data window. The outputs of the recursive algorithms are functionS of 

present inputs as well as all the previous inputs. Digital signal processing texts [5] refer to the 

recursive algorithms as finite impulse response filters and recursive algorithms as infinite impulse 

onse filters. 
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3. .1 Nonrecursive Algorithms 

The nonrecursive relaying algorithms proposed in the literature [6] can be classified i 

fo lowing four categories. 

(1) Trigonometric algorithms. 

(2) Correlation algorithms. 

(3) Least error squares algorithms. 

(4) Others. 

the 

ese classifications are based on the mathematical techniques used in developing the algorithms. 

e discussion in this section assumes that signals being processed are power system voltages. 

Si filar procedures can be used for processing data representing power system currents. 

3. .1.1 Trigonometric Algorithms 

The trigonometric algorithms assume that the input voltages and currents are sinusoidal. 

However, the voltage and current waveforms during faults contain noise and components of 

ha onic and other frequencies. If the analog filters, that form a part of the analog subsystem, are 

su table for eliminating noise and all non-fundamental frequency components, the outputs would be 

si soidal waveforms of the fundamental frequency. A voltage waveform of this type can, therefore, 

be efined as 

v = Vp sin(mot + 8„) ( .1) 

where 

v is the instantaneous value of the voltage, 

V is the peak value of the sinusoidal voltage, 

CO0 is the nominal frequency of the voltage, 

t is the time in seconds and 

is the phase angle at t =O. 

Th first and the second derivatives of the voltage can be expressed by Equations 3.2 and 3 

res ctively. 

.3, 

= COOVp  cos (COOt e v (3 2) 
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and 

= —{tivp sin (0)0t +8„) 3.3) 

The trigonometric algorithms are based on these equations. Three trigonometric algorithms1 are 

described in this section. These are the Makino and Mild algorithm [7], the Mann and Morrison 

algorithm [8], and the Gilcrest, Rockefeller and Udren algorithm [9,10]. 

(a) Makino and Miki Algorithm 

Makino and Mild [7] proposed an algorithm that requires two samples of the signal that is to be 

processed. The instantaneous values of a voltage waveform at times (k —1)0T and LAT can be 

represented as 

V sin (coot + 0, — woAT ) v = k-1 

Vp sin (coot + 0,) = v k . 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Using the well known rules of trigonometry, Equation 3.4 can be expanded to the following form 

V p sin (coot + 0„) cos (cooAT)—Vp cos (coot + 0,) sin(cooAT)= vk _i (5.6) 

Substituting in this equation the value of Vp sin(coot + ev ) from Equation 3.5, and rearranging, 

Equation 3.7 can be obtained. 

vk cos ((.00AT) — v k_i
V p cos(wot + 0,) — 

sin (0)0AT) 
(3 .7) 
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e peak value and phase angle of the phasor representing the voltage waveform can now be 

e timated using Equations 3.5 and 3.7 as follows: 

2 
k[V COS (C)IDAT — V k_i 1 21 

Vp k
sin (cooAT) 

+ Ov = arctan 
vksin(t)oAT) 

V kCos (o)0AT) — V k_i 

(3.8) 

(b Mann and Morrison Algorithm 

Mann and Morrison [8] used the values of the samples and first derivatives to estimate 

pe k values and phase angles of the phasors representing the input sinusoidal voltage and cur 

w eforms. They also suggested that the first derivative, v , can be estimated from three consecu 

sa ples of the voltage. If three samples of a voltage are taken at (k —1)AT , k AT and (k +1) 

se onds, the first derivative at time k AT can be estimated as follows: 

3.9) 

the 

nt 

ive 

T 

(vk+1 vk-1) = (3. 0) 
26.T 

Su stituting for v from Equation 3.2 it follows that 

Vp cos (coot + = 
Vk+1 

2cooAT 
(3. 

Th instantaneous value of the voltage waveform at k AT seconds was defined in Equation 3.5 an 

rep oduced in Equation 3.12. 

is 
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Vp sin (coot + 0„)=--v (3.12) 

e peak value and phase angle of the phasor representing the voltage waveform can no 

es 'mated using Equations 3.11 and 3.12 as follows: 

2 
Vp vk2 [ vk — vk I I 

20.)06,T 

2vk cooAT 
+ Ov = arctan  

Vk+1 - Vk-1 

be 

(3',13) 

(3J4) 

(c) Gilcrest, Rockefeller and Udren Algorithm 

Gilcrest et al [9,10] used the first and second derivatives of voltages and currents to estimate 

the peak values and phase angles of the phasors representing them. This approach was used to 

mi imize the effect of DC offsets that are present in voltages and currents. The proposed technique 

us -s three samples of a sinusoidal voltage taken at times (k —1)AT , k AT and (k +1)AT. The first 

1 de vatives of the voltage at times (k --1 )AT and (k+ 
2 
—)AT can be approximated as follows: 

2 

an 

Vk Vk_i 

1; 
1 = AT 

• = vk-Fi vk 

K+ AT 

(3. 5) 

(3. 6) 

Th- first derivatives obtained from Equations 3.15 and 3.16 can now be used to estimate the secold 

deri ative at time k AT using the following equations. 
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1 : 
vk 

DT K4-i" v\--y 

1 2
Vk 

= 
( AT ) (vk+1 2vk + vk-1) 

Substituting for i; from Equation 3.3 it follows that 

V sin ((Opt + v ) —( co )
2
(vk+1— 2vk + vk-1). 

In Equation 3.11, Vp cos (0.)0t + 0„) was defined as follows: 

V cos (030t + = 
vk+1 vk-1

2 cooAT 

(3147) 

(3.18) 

3. 9) 

(3.20) 

The peak value and phase angle of the phasor representing the voltage waveform can now be 

estimated using Equations 3.19 and 3.20 as follows: 

1 vk+1 — v k-1 
V — ( 

0 2 

toot + 0, = arctan 

1°

vk+1 2vk + vk-1 

0)0AT 

—2(Vk+1 "'"' 2 Vk Vk _1 ) 

cooAT (vk +1 — vk _1) 

1 
2 

(3.22) 
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3. .1.2 Correlation Algorithms 

The process of correlation of an input waveform with a set of orthogonal functions can be Used 

to extract components of selected frequencies from the input waveform. Several orthog nal 

fu ctions have been proposed in the past. The functions used in digital relaying are usually ch sen 

fr m the following: 

(1) Sine and cosine functions and 

(2) Even and odd rectangular waves. 

A ower system signal can also be correlated to itself or to another power system signal. Correlating 

a ignal with itself is referred to as auto-correlation and correlating a signal with another signal is 

re rred to as cross-correlation. The correlation technique does not assume that the input signal is 

si usoidal and can be applied to signals that contain components of non-fundamental frequencies in 

ad ition to the fundamental frequency components. 

(a) Correlation with a Set of Orthogonal Functions 

Ramamoorty [11] suggested that the information concerning the fundamental frequeicy 

vo tage and current phasors can be extracted from the fault transients by correlating one cycle of data 

sa ples with the samples of sine and cosine waves of that frequency. The correlation of a sigial

wi unit amplitude sine and cosine waveforms can be used to extract the real and imaginary parts of 

a p asor. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and can mathematically be expressed as follows; 

whelre 

27r 

yr = -
1 

V f sin(coot + O„) sin(coot) d coot 
TC 0 

27r 

v • = -
1 

V f sin (0)0t + Ov ) cos (coot) d coot 
7E 0 

vr is the real part of the fundamental frequency voltage phasor and 

vi is the imaginary part of the fundamental frequency voltage phasor. 

(3. 3) 

(3.24) 
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In digital relaying applications, the input signals are available at discrete instants of time and, 

therefore, the numerical techniques are used to evaluate the integrations. Using the rectangular rule 

of integration, the real and imaginary parts of the voltage phasor can be estimated from the following 

equations. 

In 

, 2 m-1 . 2nn 
vr = vk+n-m+isin nz n=0 

, 2 m-1 ,27cn 
vi = Vk+n-m+1C°8 m M n- O

(3 25) 

(3 26) 

these equations, m represents the number of samples taken in one cycle of the fundametal 

frequency. The peak value and phase angle of the voltage phasor can now be determined as follows: 

1712 = vr2 vi2 

vi 
Ov = arctan (—) 

yr

(347) 

(3. 8) 

This procedure is referred to as the Fourier algorithm. It can be extended to use multiple cycles of 

data to extract the phasor quantities. Phadke et al [12], applied the correlation approach using a data 

wirdow of one half cycle plus one sample for faster response. The accuracy of results obtained by 

this approach is affected by the off-nominal frequency components and the DC offsets. 

Another variation to this approach consists of correlating the data with even and odd 

rect angular waves [13]. These waves are shown in Figure 3.2 and can be mathematically defined 

follows: 

Wr (t) = signum sin(o)ot){ (3.2 

as 

9) 
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w ere 

W i (t) = signum { cos(coot) (3 

signum (x) = —1 for x < 0 
= 0 for x =0 
= 1 forx > 0, 

W,. (t) is the odd rectangular wave and 

(t) is the even rectangular wave. 

.30) 

T e real and imaginary parts of the fundamental frequency voltage phasor can now be determined by 

us ng Equations 3.31 and 3.32. 

Vr

whore

Vi

m-i =(-A ) 

m-1=(-A-) 
n=0 

{Vki _n _m+1 signum sin ( 
2nn 

)
1. 

m 

lik+n—m+1 signum cos (
27En

 )
1 

m 

A is the scaling factor. 

(3131) 

(3.2) 

Th advantage of correlating with the even and odd rectangular waves is that the computati4is 

co ist of additions and subtractions only. 

(b) uto-Correlation and Cross-Correlation 

Hope et al [14], proposed the use of auto-correlation and cross-correlation of voltage and 

cu nt signals for transmission line protection. The suggested procedure can be mathematically 

defi ed as follows: 

1
N 

= (N) k+nik+n+m 
n=1 

(3.3) 
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w ere 

1S1 
f  \ vt  ; 

Nr2(t  = ki L. +n Vk +n +m 
' n=1 

yll is the auto-correlation function, 

V2 is the cross-correlation function and 

m is the lag. 

(3 34) 

e ratios of the auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions can provide the information 

re uired to decide if a fault is in the zone of protection of a transmission line.

Gilbert and Shovlin [15] used auto and cross correlations for directly calculating the resistance, 

r f and the reactance, xf , as seen by a relay installed at a transmission line terminal. 

Consider that three samples of a current taken at times (k —1)AT , k AT and (k+1)L\T l'are 

de ned as ik- 1, ik and k+1, respectively. The instantaneous values of the current can be 

mathematically represented by the following expressions. 

I sin (ay + 8i — °AT) = 

Ipsin(wpt+8i)=ik 

I sin (coot + 8i + co 06,7' ) = 1k+1 

(3.35) 

(3. 6) 

3. 7 

Mu tiplying the left and right hand sides of Equation 3.35 with the corresponding sides of Equation 

3.3 and performing trigonometric manipulations, Equation 3.38 can be obtained. 

I 2
cos 2(010AT) — COS2(COot i) 

2 = k+li k -1 (3.38) 
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S uaring both the sides of Equation 3.36 and performing trigonometric manipulations, Equation 

c n be obtained. 

2 

2
1— cos2(coot + 0i ) = ik2

S btracting Equation 3.38 from Equation 3.39 yields the following expression. 

2 /2 0
—t— 1 — cos 2(o.)0AT) = ik2 — ik+l ik-1 

Si ice 1 — cos 2(coot\T ) = 2sin 2(0)0AT), Equation 3.40 can be rewritten as 

/p2sin2(coo d T)= ik2 - i ik+1 k-l• 

Sii iilarly it can be shown that 

an 

2/ VPcos (3, — 9i ) sin2(c)cIAT) = 2vk ikP  - V k+li k-1 V k-lik+1 

3.39 

(3 

.39) 

.40) 

(3.42) 

Ip Vpsin(0,,—Oi ) sin(coo,A.T) = vk ik+i —''k+l (3.1.3) 

Di iding Equation 3.42 by Equation 3.41 and Equation 3.43 by Equation 3.41 provide the follow 

eq ations for the resistance, rf , and the reactance, xf

ng 

V 2 Vkik 
rf = P COSA — i  

I
) (3.44) 

) k+1i k-1 
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p n (0 — 0.) —xf = Sin v si ; 2 
n(cooAT) 

P

vi (3 45) 

3.2.13 Least Error Squares Approach 

Luckett et al [16], proposed the use of the least error squares approach for computing the p ak 

values and phase angles of voltage and current phasors. Brooks [17], also used the least error 

squares approach in which he assumed that the input signal is composed of a DC component and a 

fundamental frequency component. Sachdev and Baribeau [18], reported further developments in 

this approach and demonstrated that a major part of the computations can be performed off-line to 

develop the required algorithm. The procedure to implement the least error squares technique 

comprises of the following steps. 

(1) Select a suitable model for representing the signal. 

(2) Linearize the model. 

(3) Select a sampling rate. 

(4) Select a data window size. 

(5) Express the process in the matrix form. 

(6) Determine the left pseudoinverse of the coefficients matrix. 

(7) Estimate the values of the elements in the vector of unknowns. 

A voltage signal can be described by a mathematical model of the form of Equation 3.46. The 

model represents a voltage that contains a decaying DC and a fundamental frequency component alnd 

its harmonics. 

where 

-t 
- N 

v (t) =Koe + csin (rn coot +b.) 
m =1 

Ko is the magnitude of the decaying DC component at t =0, 

"C is the time constant of the DC component, 

K. is the magnitude of the m th harmonic component and 

(3.46) 
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0m is the phase angle of the m th harmonic component. 

A sume that a voltage is composed of the fundamental frequency and second harmonic compon 

a a decaying DC component. This voltage can be defined by the following equation. 

—t 

v (t) = Koe + K (toot + 01) + K 2sin (20)0t + 02) 

Th exponential term can be replaced by its Taylor series expansion. 

se es are used to represent the exponential, sin (ow + 01) 

fc 01 sin (0)0t ) + sin01 cos ((opt )} and sin(2coot + 02) 

{c s02 sin (2(.00t ) + sin02 cos (20)0t )1, the following equation can be obtained. 

v(t)=K 0 K 0t + K 1cos0 sin (coot) + K isinOi cos (0)0t ) 
ti

+ K2cos02 sin (20)ot) + K2sin02 cos (2.(not ) 

At rime t =t i, the equation can be represented as follows: 

(3 

nts, 

47) 

If the first two terms of the 

v (t 1) = K° K 0t 1 + K 1cos0 sin (ow 1) + 1sin01 cos (toot) 

+ K2cos02 sin (2w0t 1) + K2sin02 cos (20)0t 1) 

Thi4 equation can be written in the following linear form. 

v (ti.)=anx 1 + a 12x 2 + a nx3 + a i4x 4 + a 15x 5 + a 16x 6

is expanded 

is replaced 

to 

by 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.52) 
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here: 
xi =IC0 a ll  = 1 

-K0 
x2=  a 12 =t 1

x3 =Kicosei

x4 = Koine ].

x5 = K2cose2 

x 6 =K2sin02 

a 13 = sin (coot 1) 

a 14 = cos (COot 1) 

a 15 = sin (2o)0t 1) 

a 16 = cos (20)0t 1) 

Assume that the voltage is sampled at intervals of AT seconds, the next sample received at time 

t2 (t l + AT) can be described as follows: 

v (t AT ) = - 21- a x 1 + a 22x2 + a 23x3 + a 2,4x4 + a 25x5 + a 26x6 

Fo a preselected time reference and a preselected sampling rate, the values of the a coefficients 

be ome specified. If p samples are taken, the equations can be written in the following matrix form. 

[A ] [X ] = [V ] (3.2) 

p x6 6x1 p xl 

For p greater than six, the vector of unknowns, [X ], can be determined by using the following 

equ Lion. 

[X ]=[A [ v (3.5 

_ 6x1 6xp p X1 
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this equation, [ A ]+ is the left pseudoinverse of [ A ] and is defined as 

[ A ]-1- = [[ A 17' [ A J]-1 [A ]7 • (3 

6xp 6xp p x6 6xp 

54) 

Si ce the elements of the matrix [ A ] are known a priori, the elements of the left pseudoinverse 

m trix can be determined off-line. This substantially reduces the on-line calculations required to 

es mate the real and imaginary components of the fundamental and harmonic frequency pha ors 

w en the least error squares technique is used. 

3. .1.4 Others 

McInnes and Morrison [19] used a differential equation approach for the distance protection of 

a t ansmission line. They used an R-L lumped-parameter model of the transmission line descried 

by the following differential equation. 

wh re 

=r i +i 

di 

f f dt 

rf  is the resistance of line seen from the relay location and 

/f is the inductance of line seen from the relay location. 

(3.55) 

Int grating the above equation over two successive time periods and solving the resulting 

si ltaneous equations, the line parameters, rf and /f , can be obtained. Integration can be 

pe ormed using a numerical technique, such as the trapezoidal rule. Ranjbar and Cory [2p], 

sug ested modifications by selecting overlapping limits of integration to suppress preselected low-

ord r harmonics. 
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3.2.2 Recursive Algorithm 

Algorithms described in Section 3.2.1, are of the nonrecursive type that use finite length 

windows and provide outputs that depend only on the data in the selected window. On the °her 

hand, the output of a recursive algorithm depends on the present input and all previous inputs. The 

Kalman filter is one such approach. It filters as much of the noise as possible, while responding 

optimally to changes in the system states. The coefficients of the Kalman filter, called Kalman 

gains, are non-stationary. They optimize the square of the expected errors between the actual and the 

estimated values of the system states. 

Girgis et al [21] and Dasgupta [22], applied the Kalman filtering technique in power system 

protection. Recently, Sachdev et al [23,24] explained the Kalman filtering technique in power 

system terminology and described a procedure for selecting suitable parameters for designing the 

Kalman filters. Based on the proposed procedure, they described designs of estimators for real and 

imaginary components of voltage and current phasors. They also extented the design procedure to 

inc ude the presence of decaying DC and harmonic components in the inputs. 

33 Algorithms for Frequency Estimation 

Algorithms, studied in Section 3.2, estimate the peak values and phase angles of phasprs 

representing power system voltages and currents of the nominal frequency. Recently, so e 

algorithms have been developed for estimating the frequency at power system buses. Sachdev and 

Giray [25] used a digital computer to determine the frequency of the system voltage. The technique 

detects zero-crossings, measures the time between zero-crossings that are integral numbers of cycles 

apart and then estimates the frequency. Nguyen and Srinivasan [26] extended the zero-crossing 

approach by estimating the durations between the instantaneous voltages of equal magnitudes 

experienced one cycle apart. The voltage is sampled at a prespecified rate. A new estimate of the 

time period of a cycle is obtained at each sampling instant. Girgis and Ham [27,28], suggested a fast 

Fourier transform (FFT) based method for detecting changes in the power system frequen 

Phadke et al [29] used the discrete Fourier transform for estimating the frequency at a power syste 

bus. They estimate the phasors representing the positive sequence components of the bus voltag s 

and then estimate the deviations of the frequency from its nominal value. Recently, Sachdev a d 

Giray [30] used the least error squares technique to develop an algorithm that simultaneous y 

estimates the amplitude and frequency of a voltage signal. These algorithms are briefly described 

this section. 
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3. .1 Frequency Estimation from Time Measurements 

Sachdev and Giray [25] measured the time period of an input waveform for an integral number 

of cycles using a high frequency clock and then calculated the frequency of the signal by using the 

fo lowing equation. 

f = 
Pf 

N c

where 

f c is the frequency of clock and 

A lc is the number of high frequency pulses counted inp cycles. 

Th s method requires that a prespecified number (the product of p and f c ) be divided by a variable 

co nt, N.  The frequency can also be evaluated from an equation derived by using the Taylor series 

ex ansion of 1 — as follows: 

1 1 - f - .f 0)2

.f f 
2 

f f 

where 

f o is the nominal frequency. 

Sub tituting for f from Equation 3.56, considering the first two terms of the equation arid 

rea anging the resulting equation provides 

f_ 

Pf 

2pf 

f o Nc} .
(3.5 

The values of p and f c in this equation can be selected such that { a 1pfc} has a value of 10-k , 

bein an integer. Also {2pfc lf 0 } is a constant. The difference between the variable count Ale arid 
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the constant {2pfc /f o} directly yields the frequency times 10k. In this manner, the resolutio 

the frequency estimation can be controlled. Also, a division (in Equation 3.56) is replaced 

subtraction that is computationally a simpler operation than a division. 

It can be shown that if the first three terms of the Taylor series expansion 
off 

 are used, 

frequency can be determined using the following equation. 

f = - 3f 0- f 0 .v  4f 0 
N — 3 

2 2 Pfc 

of 

y a 

the 

(3.$9) 

The accuracy of the frequency estimates obtained by this equation is better than the one obtained by 

using Equation 3.58. However, the use of Equation 3.59 requires that a square root of a function of 

k be calculated; this is more complex and requires more computation time compared to the 

approach in Equation 3.58. 

3.3.2 Tracking of Frequency Deviations Based on Level Crossings 

Reference [26] presented a technique that extends the zero-crossing approach for computing 

the deviations of frequency from its nominal value. The computations of the time periods from the 

zero-crossings are supplemented by computations of the time periods from instantaneous voltages of 

equal magnitudes. A weighting function is used to obtain a "best estimate" of the time period of 

the signal. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates a sinusoidal voltage of the nominal frequency. If the voltage is same d 

N times in a cycle, and each sampling interval is AT seconds, NOT would be the time period, T, of 

le 

the voltage. The instantaneous values of two voltage samples taken NAT seconds apart would he 

equal if the signal is not distorted and is free of noise. However, if the frequency deviates from its 

nominal value, the samples taken NOT seconds apart would no longer be equal. In such cases, the 

time period, T, can be estimated using linear interpolation and three samples, vk _N, vk _i and vk as 

shown in Figure 3.4. The estimate can be mathematically expressed as 

V 
T =NAT 

k - Vk_N 
AT . (3.60) 

Vk-Vk_i 
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NAT 
0 

TIME 

Fig 

Fig 

e 3.3 A sinusoidal voltage of nominal frequency sampled at intervals of AT 
seconds. 

, V 
k—N+1 

E-4 V 
k—N 

0 T 
NAT 

Vk-1 

TIME 

e 3.4 A sinusoidal voltage of off-nominal frequency sampled at intervals of 4T 

seconds. 
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Another estimate of T can be obtained by considering the samples vk _N, V k_N+1 and V k . 

estimate can be mathematically expressed as 

V k Vk_N 
T = NOT  AT. 

Vk-N+1 -  Vk -N 

(3. 

Averaging the two estimates provides Equation 3.62. The frequency of the voltage can now 

estimated from this equation by computing { 
1  , 

1. 
T (k) 

wh"re 

T(k)=NAT 
2(v k — v k_i)(v k —N +1 — V k-N) 

(Vk - V k_N) (Vk - Vk_1-1- V k_N +1 - Vk_N 

T (k) is the average time period. 

AT 

his 

61) 

be 

(3.62) 

Us_ng the described procedure, a new estimate of the period of a cycle can be obtained at e4ch 

sampling instant. However, the accuracy of these estimates is not consistent. The estimates r 

more accurate near the zero crossings and less accurate near the peaks. To get a composite best 

estimate, a weighted mean of several individual estimates of the deviations of the time period 

NAT —T (k) } can be computed. The authors of Reference [26] used weights that are defined as 

W (k) = (v k v k_i)(v k_N +1 — V k_N). (3.63) 

The weights determined in this manner have minimum values near the peaks and maximum valu 

new the zero-crossings. The weighted mean of m estimates of T (k) can be expressed as follows: 

m 

I T (k )W (k) 

T(m,k)
=k=1m 

W (k) 
k=1 

es 

(3.6t) 
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F r three phase voltages, a composite estimate can be obtained as follows: 

w ere 

Tp (k)Wp (k) 
Ta,b,c n,k) .p=a,b,c 

W (k) • 
p=a,b,c 

a , b and c refer to the three phases of the power system. 

(365) 

3 t.3 Fast Fourier Transform Based Algorithm 

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient method for computing a discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT). One of the major drawbacks of the FFT is the leakage effect [27] thajt is 

associated with its use. The leakage is observed when a time sequence is truncated such that a 

fr ction of a cycle exists in the waveform that is subjected to the FFT . However, no leakage oc4urs 

if 3n integral number of cycles exist in the truncated time sequence. Girgis and Ham [28] used' the 

p nomenon of leakage to detect changes in the frequency of a power system. The method 

co siders that a sinusoidal voltage is sampled N times in a cycle of the nominal frequency and an 

F T is performed using the sampled values. Estimates of the apparent amplitudes of the 

co ponents of { —
2 

— 1 } frequencies are used to obtain the "leakage coefficient". 

procedure can be mathematically expressed as 

wh- re 

2 
E I V (n) I 
n=0 

Il= 

is the leakage coefficient, 

V (n) denotes the DFT obtained from a set of N samples and 

n is the order of frequency component. 

(3.66) 

Th leakage coefficient is zero when the sampled signal is of the nominal frequency and consists 

the fundamental frequency only. If the frequency deviates, the leakage coefficient will cease to 

of 

be 
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zero. 

Figure 3.5 [28] shows a first order least error squares fit of the leakage coefficient versus 

deviation of the frequency from 60 Hz. In this case, the signal was sampled at 19.2 KHz. If the 

sampling starts at the positive going zero-crossing, the relationship between the leakage coeffic 

and the frequency deviation is found to be linear over the 0-5 Hz range. Using the slope of the 1 

the magnitude of the frequency deviation, Af , can be estimated as follows: 

where 

kg 

m is the slope of line for range of 5 Hz. 

ent 

ne, 

(3.67) 

To determine whether the frequency of the signal is more than or is less than the nominal value, the 

real part of V (1) is examined. If the real part of V (1) is less than zero, it is concluded that the 

frequency has decreased. If the real part is more than zero, it is concluded that the frequency nas 

increased. 

The relationship between the leakage coefficient and the frequency deviation is non-linear if 

sampling of the input signal does not start at (or immediately after) the positive going zero-crossing. 

Therefore, a zero-crossing detector (ZCD) is used to start the sampling process at the positive zero-

crossings. Since a ZCD is not a perfect device, some errors can occur in detecting the zero-

crossings. This in turn affects the slope of the leakage coefficient versus frequency deviation 

characteristic. Figure 3.6 [28] shows that the slope of the line essentially remains constant when he 

zero-crossing detection errors are in the range of 0-5 degrees. Therefore, the frequency estimation is 

insensitive to small errors in zero-crossing detections. 

3.3.4 Discrete Fourier Transform Algorithm 

Reference [29] proposed a technique that performs a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on a 

of voltage samples for estimating the frequency of a three phase power system. The positi 

e 

e 

sequence voltage phasor is first estimated from the phasors of the three phase voltages. The 

frecuency deviation from its nominal value is then estimated. 
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Figure 3. 5 The leakage coefficient versus Af for sine wave for N=32. 
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Figure 3.6 The slope of the leakage coefficient versus zero crossing 
detection errors. 
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The DFT based algorithm considers that a sinusoidal voltage, v , is sampled { f oN } times 

per second. If the frequency of voltage is f Hz, the k th sample of the voltage can be describe by 

the following equation. 

where 

Vsin 
2itk 

N 
+0

'
). 

V is the rms value of voltage and 

is the phase angle of the voltage at t=0. 

Th.?. Discrete Fourier Transform of { Vk } contains a fundamental frequency component that is 

given by 

2 N -1 -j (221-c )k 
V (1) = E Vke N . 

N k=0
(3.69) 

Expressing the exponential term in the cosine and sine forms and substituting in Equation 3.69, the 

foLowing equation can be obtained. 

where 

2 N -1 2 N -1 2.7c
k) V (1) = (—) E vkcos(-27c k)— (—)j E vk sin(---- 

N k=0 N k=0 

= Vc — jVs . (3.70) 

2 N -1 
V = (—) E vkcos(—k)27c  and 

N k=0 

2 N -1 2it
VS = (2)j  E vksin(—k). 

N k=0 
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The rms phasor representation of a sinusoidal voltage is related to the fundamental frequehcy 

component of its DFT by 

= = (V+ jVc ). 
•\12 

• 

(3.71) 

Equation 3.69 uses the sample set {v k , k = 0, • • • ,N-1}. The data window containing these 

samples can be classified as data window #1. A new sample is obtained after an elapsed time of 

seconds. This time corresponds to the angle -- 
2n 

- radians. Now data window #2 contains the sample 

set {vk, k = 1, • • • ,N}. In general, the data, {vk , k = r —1, • • • ,N+r —2 }, is in the th 

witadow. The discrete Fourier transform of this data provides 

, 2 N-1 
V 7 = (—) vk+r _lcos(-L 

=0 
k) 

N

N-1 
Vs(r) = vk+r-isin N k=0

Llt 

The rms phasor representing the sinusoidal voltage can now be expressed as 

1 
ii(r) = s(r) + j cfr )). 

(3.12) 

(3.73) 

(3.''4) 

It can also be shown that the phasor obtained from the r th window is related to the phasor obtainled 

from the (r —1)th window as follows: 

.27c 
v—(r) N = v e (3.75) 
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Equation 3.75, shows that the rms phasor obtained using the DFT rotates in the counter clockwise 

direction. Also this phasor advances by an angle of 
2 

n 
--- when a new sample is incorporated in the 

DFT. 

It is advantageous to calculate the phasor from the data window #1 using Equations 3.69 end 

3.71. However, the data of window #2 can be processed using the Fourier coefficients advanced bY a 

phase angle of 
2n 
— radians as follows: 

(2), 3?-t 2 N-1 
V c  = (—) Vk+iCOS( — K, — 2n ) 

k=0 

(2), ii771 2 N-1 
Vs = (—N ) vk+isin(-27c —27ck + ). 

k=0 N N 

Equations 3.76 and 3.77 can be rewritten as 

V(2), 
c

2it 
/sr 2 N-1 2n 2 

°= (—N ) vk cos (—k ) + (—N )  —v )cos(27c) 
N 

(vN
k=0 

(2) 27t
Vs N—

N-1 
) vksin(-2n k) + ( ) (vN — vo)sin (2n). 

1 ;) N N 

(3.j76) 

(3. 7) 

(3.78) 

(3.79) 

The voltage phasor computed from data window #2 and the Fourier coefficients can now be 

expressed as 

v 
2(2) 

= v --(I) + J Try 1 (--XvN — v 0) e—,12n• N (3.80) 
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In general, the phasor using the r th window can be computed from the phasor computed from 

(r-1)th window as follows: 

. 27c 
—(r) —(r-1) • 2 —3—(r —2) 

V = V + iVT(7)(VN +r —2 — V r —2) e (3

Th- phasor representing the positive sequence voltage, 71, can be obtained from the phasor volt 

using the equation 

where 

1-i 3 (va +a -7b + a 2

a ,b and c refer to the three phases of the power system and 

a is an operator given by 11120°.

Us. ng Equations 3.81 and 3.82, the following recursive equation can be derived. 

where 

.21t 
—3—(r —2) 

vfr) v—(r-1) (1 1 
(1 •N 2 — vN 3 a +r— a,r-2) e N

. 27c . 27c 
—3 (n +r —2) —3 — (2n +r —2) 

N N 
+ b _Fr _2 — V b _23 e + c ,N +r —2 — V c ,r-2) 

n is an integer and is equal to . 
3 

the 

81) 

es 

(3.2) 

(3.83) 

When the recursive Equation 3.83 is used to calculate the phasor, the positive sequence volt 

phasor remains stationary in the complex plane. When the frequency deviates from its nomi 

value, the phasor rotates with an angular velocity that is given by 

ge 

al 
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d (I) _  (1) r Or-1 
- radians /sec. 

dt 1 I (f o N) 
(3.84) 

Substituting 270,f for the angular velocity — Equation 3.84 can be rewritten in the following
dt

form. 

— Or--1 
Af = Hz. 

27t(1/f O N) 
(3.85) 

The frequency deviation is positive when the phasor rotates in the counter clockwise direction ancl is 

negative when the phasor rotates in the clockwise direction. 

3.3.5 A Least Error Squares Technique 

This section presents an algorithm that measures simultaneously the amplitude and the 

frequency of a voltage signal [30]. It assumes that the system frequency does not change during the 

time of the data window used for the measurements. The algorithm is developed using the least 

error squares approach. 

The frequency at a power system bus is not required to be measured during a system faUlt. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that the input signal is a sinusoidal voltage that can be expressed as 

where 

v = Vm sin(27cf t + ev

Vm is the peak value of the voltage, 

f is the frequency of the voltage, 

t is the time in seconds and 

Ov is the phase angle of the voltage at t =O. 

Performing a trigonometric manipulation, Equation 3.86 can be expanded to obtained the followi 

equation. 
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v = V. cosh„ sin(27Eft ) + V. sinOv cos (2nft ). (3. 

Th terms, sin (27tft) and cos (27rft ), can be expanded in the neighborhood of the nomiial 

fre uency using the Taylor series. Substituting the first three terms of the expansions in Equation 

3.8 and rearranging, the following equation can be obtained. 

v= Isin (27uf ot) V. cosev + 27tt cos (27rf ot ) (f — f 0)Vm cos ev 

{+ cos (27tf 0t) V. sine, + —27u sin (21tf ot) (f — f 0)Vr12sinev 

-Ft —(2nt )2 
2 sin (27u) (f — f 0)2V. cos8v

—(27rt 
2 

cos (27ct ) (f — f 0)2V. sine, 

Ma *ng the following substitutions in Equation 3.88, Equation 3.89 can be obtained. 

a ii = sin (27rf ot) x1 =Vm COSBv

a 12 = 27u cos (27cf ot) x2 = Af Vm cosOv

a 13 = cos (27cf ot) x3 = Vm sin0, 

a 14 =-2nt sin(27cf ot) x4 = Of V,, sine, 

a 15 = —2(7tt )2sin (27cf 0t ) xs = Af 2Vm cosev

a 16 =-2(nt )2cos (22rf Ot ) x6 = Of 2Vm sinOv

wh e 

Af =f —fo 

(3.88) 

v = anxi+ al2x2 anx3 ai4x4 + a 15x5 + a lesX6 (3.8 
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The time t, can be arbitrarily selected and, therefore, the values of the a coefficients can be pre-

determined in an off-line mode. In this manner, the a 's in Equation 3.89 are the known coefficients 

while all the x 's are unknowns that are functions of Vm, 0, and Af . Since there are six unknowns 

in Equation 3.89, at least six equations are required to determine them. A voltage sample taken at 

time t1 provides one equation. Subsequent five samples, taken at intervals of AT seconds, provide 

the other five equations. If p samples are taken, the process takes the form of p equations in 

unknowns. These equations can be expressed in the matrix form as follows: 

[A ] [X]=[V] (3.90)

p x6 6x1 p xl 

For p greater than six, the vector of unknowns, [ X ], can be determined by using the following 

eqLation. 

where 

[X ]=[A ]+ [V] 

6x1 6xp p xl 

[ A ]+ is the left pseudoinverse of [ A ] as defined in Equation 3.24. 

3. 

Elements of the vector [X ], can be used to estimate the frequency deviation and the amplitude 

the voltage. The frequency deviation can be estimated using any one of the following equations. 

x2 Af cos°, 
=—_Af 

x1 Vm cosO, 

x4 Af sin°, 
= = 

X3 Vrn sine, 

of 

(3.92) 

(3.9 3) 
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5 = Of 2Vm coso„ 

x2 Af Vmcos0i, 
(3. 4) 

2V •x6 Af 
= = 

sin0 
(3.0 Of 5) 

x4 Af V. sinO, 

x2 + x4 Af V. cose, + Of V. sinO, 
Of =  (3.6) 

x1 "fx2 cosO, + m sinec 

I x2 I + I -x4 I I of Vm cosei, I + I Af sin() I 
Of — (3. 7) 

Ix1 + I x3 I I V. cos8, + m sine, 

A = 
2 

+X4

, +x3 
= 

{ 
2 

vm cosev Of V. sin°,

2 2 

Vm COS°, +{ V. sinO, 

1 
2 

(3.98) 

When the value of Vmcosev is very small, the frequency estimated by Equation 3.92 will not be 

accurate. Similarly, when the value of V. sinOv is small, frequency estimated by Equation 3.93 will 

not be accurate. However, when the value of V. cost:), is small, the value of V. siney is close to 1 

p.u. and vice-versa. The estimate using one of these equations is, therefore, expected to have 

acceptable accuracy. In Equations 3.94 and 3.95, the value of the denominator would be very smell 

when the system frequency is either equal to or close to the nominal value. Therefore, Equations 

3.94 and 3.95 are not suitable for estimating the frequency deviations. The denominator of Equation 

3.96 would be small at certain instants of time and at these times this equation will not provide 

accurate estimates of frequency deviations. Equation 3.97 is similar to Equation 3.96 except that the 

absclute values are used to alleviate the deficiency observed in Equation 3.96. However, the 

calculated values of Af would always be positive. The sign of Af can be, however, determined by 
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com aring the numerator and denominator of Equations 3.92 and 3.93. Both, the numerator and th 

deno inator would have the same signs, if Af is positive and would be of the opposite signs if Af 

is ne ative. The sign of Af obtained also from Equation 3.98 is always positive. However, th 

proc dure described for Equation 3.97 can be followed to determine the nature of frequency 

devi ion. The major disadvantage of Equation 3.98 is that the computations required are more 

com ared to the other equations. 

The amplitude of the voltage can, however, be estimated by using the Equation 3.99. 

Vm = "\lx ? -1-x3 (3.99i 

3.4 S mmary 

e algorithms that estimate the peak values and phase angles of voltage and current signals 

have een briefly described in this chapter. A few newly developed techniques for estimating the 

powe system frequency have also been briefly presented. 



Chapter 4 

SELECTION CRITERION FOR RELAY ALGORITHMS 

4.1 Introduction 

Digital relay algorithms proposed in the past have been reviewed in Chapter 3. The algorit 

can be implemented on micro-processors to estimate the electrical parameters of power systems d 

make decisions from those estimates. The selection of an algorithm for use in a digital relay is 

basically governed by the available hardware and the manner in which the relay is expected to 

respond. 

If the relay has to be designed using the selected hardware, a suitable algorithm and a sampling 

rate must be selected. The computational burden associated with the selected algorithm must be 

estimated to check the ability of the available processor to perform the required computations in a 

sampling period. If the processor can not perform the computations in the available time, 'the 

suitability of reducing the sampling rate should be investigated. The response of the relay using the 

selected algorithm and sampling rate should be evaluated. The algorithm should be used if the 

response is acceptable; otherwise, the possibility of the use of a different algorithm should be 

investigated. 

In case the relay response is specified, an algorithm and a sampling rate that will provide the 

desired response must be chosen. Suitable hardware should be selected to meet the computational 

burden that is associated with the selected algorithm and the sampling rate. If the computational 

burden proves to be too large for the available micro-processors, the use of a different algoribm 

should be investigated. 

The procedure outlined in this section is illustrated in Figure 4.1 and the details of the concepts 

are discussed in this chapter. 

4.2 Capabilities of the Available Processor 

In some situations, it may be required that a relay be developed using a specified mic 

processor. This objective would dictate that the selected algorithm be suitable for implementat 

on the available processor. Under these circumstances, selecting the algorithm and programming 

could be a challenging problem. 

o-

on 
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Figure 4.1 A procedure for selecting relay algorithms. 
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Algorithms are generally required to perform computations involving additions, subtractions, 

multiplications, divisions and logic functions. The necessary computations are repeated every time a 

new set of samples is received. In power system relaying applications, a set of computations mus be 

completed within one inter-sampling interval. The processor speed and ability to perform arithm tic 

computations are, therefore, two critical factors in the selection of an algorithm. 

4.3 Computational Burden 

The computational time required by an algorithm depends on the type and the number of 

computations that must be performed. The number of computations, in turn, depends on the number 

of consecutive samples that have to be considered at a time. The algorithms based on the 

assumption of the inputs being sinusoids of a fundamental frequency, generally use short data 

windows of two to five consecutive samples. These algorithms, therefore, require feWer 

computations and involve less computational burdens on the micro-processors. The algorithms 

designed by assuming complex waveforms, use long data windows, eight or more consecutive 

samples, to extract the fundamental frequency component. It generally takes longer to perform he 

computations for such algorithms. An algorithm provides accurate results when the waveforms' of 

the inputs are similar to those considered during the design of the algorithm. The power system 

voltages and currents experienced during faults are distorted and may contain components of several 

frequencies. The designs of short window algorithms generally do not consider the presence of 

non-fundamental frequency components in the input waveforms. Long window algorithms ,re, 

therefore, expected to provide more accurate results than the short window algorithms. It is 

important to appreciate that the computational time and accuracy of an algorithm are intler-

dependent. In general, the algorithms that provide accurate results require more time to perform 

computations. Conversely, the results obtained by using algorithms that require fewer computations, 

may not have the desired accuracy. A computational burden and accuracy trade-off is, thereficre, 

necessary and an algorithm should be selected after proper investigation. 

4.4 Frequency Response 

Under normal operating conditions, the system voltages and currents mainly consist of 

sinusoids of the fundamental frequency. However, the voltage and current waveforms experienced 

during faults are distorted and their nature can not be exactly predicted in advance. Fault currents 

may include exponentially decaying DC components. The magnitudes of these components depend 

on the pre-fault load currents, fault inception angles, and magnitudes of the post-fault currens. 
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Loads comprising of nonlinear-impedances produce harmonic components that are noticeable in 

voltage waveforms. Non-harmonic high-frequency components and noise are also present in 

voltage and current waveforms. The distortion in the waveforms during faults results in 

algorithms providing incorrect estimates. The errors in the estimates depend on the magnitude 

the 

the 

of 

the undesired components and the response of the algorithm to these components. The freque cy 

response of the algorithm, therefore, must be evaluated. A technique that can be used to obtain the 

frequency response of a digital filter, is discussed in Appendix A. 

4,5 Dynamic Response 

Relay algorithms operate on a data window that contains a set of samples. The data windo* is 

updated by taking new samples and discarding an equal number of old samples. The algorithms 

repeat the computations using the latest data window. In the pre-fault state, the algorithms yield 

identical and correct results. When a fault occurs, the data window starts incorporating the post-fault 

data. The computations that use both the pre-fault and post-fault samples can yield unpredictable 

results. The algorithms that operate on short data windows tend to yield poor results when data from 

pre-fault and post-fault states are used. However, long window algorithms are expected to provide a 

sm.oth transition from pre-fault to post-fault states. Therefore, the performance of algorithms Must 

be investigated for their dynamic response. 

4.6 Summary 

A few of the criteria and trade-offs that are used for selecting relaying algorithms have been 

dis.;ussed in this chapter. An important factor that is associated with the selection of an algorithm is 

the selection of an optimum sampling rate. The use of a high sampling rate requires large 

computational burden because the computations must be performed in lesser time. The 

implementations of algorithms designed using high sampling rates may, therefore, require expensive 

hardware. On the other hand, simple and inexpensive hardware can be used for implementing 

algorithms with low sampling rates. 



Chapter 5 

INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE FOR EVALUATING 

DIGITAL RELAYING ALGORITHMS 

5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters, digital relaying algorithms developed in the past and major fac ors 

that govern their selection have been discussed. The prime sources of errors, such as, A/D 

converters, micro-processors and relay software have also been identified. 

An algorithm should be evaluated before using it in a digital relay. The performance of the 

algorithm must be evaluated for a variety of situations that might be encountered in a power systiim. 

The selection of inappropriate hardware, especially, the A/D converter and the micro-processor, dill 

cause errors in the estimates of the electrical parameters. An A/D converter saturates when the input 

exceeds the specified range. This results in incorrect representations of the input that cause error in 

the estimates. Errors are also introduced because word sizes of the A/D converters and micro-

processors are finite. Therefore, the errors introduced during the computations by the selected A/D 

converter and micro-processor should be investigated. 

The evaluation of an algorithm requires extensive computations. An interactive compulter 

sofware, incorporating the existing algorithms, would provide a useful tool for selecting the mpst 

appropriate algorithm. The advantages of developing such a software are as follows: 

(1) Man-computer interaction allows the software to be used effectually without the need of 

detailed program manuals. 

(2) The results of intermediate computations can be displayed. If the results are not within 

acceptable limits, the evaluation process can be terminated. 

This chapter describes an interactive software that evaluates the performance of relaying algorithms. 

The software has the facilities for simulating the algorithm and checking the errors due to the relay 

software and finite word sizes of A/D converters and micro-processors. In the first part of tiis 

chapter, specifications for the software are presented. The software structure is then outlined. 

Interactive features of the developed software are also discussed. 
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5.2 Background Work 

A software package was previously developed by Cline and Sachdev [31]. That package 

comprised of four programs, INDATG.APL, PEAKVA.APL, ZVALUE.APL and PLOTER.FOR. 

INDATG.APL generates data that can be used to represent voltages and currents. The program an 

generate sampled data from the following components of power system voltages and currents. 

(1) The fundamental frequency component. 

(2) DC components. 

(3) Harmonic components. 

(4) Non-harmonic components. 

(5) Random noise. 

The sampled data representing the components that are expected in a power system voltage I or 

current, can be computed and added to obtain the required signal. 

PEAKVA.APL estimates the phasors representing components of a specified frequency from 

the sampled data. The program includes functions that simulate several existing algorithms. 

The ZVALUE.APL computes the impedance of a transmission line as seen by a digital rely. 

An algorithm is first used to estimate the real and imaginary components of the phasors representing 

the voltages and currents at the relay location. Impedances are then estimated from the phasors. 

ZVALUE.APL also includes functions that simulate several algorithms for estimating the phasors. 

PLOTER.FOR is a Fortran program that uses the plotting package (CALCOMP) and produes 

graphs from specially formatted files created by other programs. 

The programs INDATG.APL, PEAKVA.APL and ZVALUE.APL are discussed in detail Mier 

in tnis chapter. 

5.3 Drawbacks of the Previously Developed Software 

The previously developed programs suffer from the following drawbacks. 

(1) The three programs, INDATG.APL, PEAKVA.APL and ZVALUE.APL, were develo d 

independently. The subroutines that could be shared by the programs, are not shared ut 

are included in each program. 

(2) The programs do not include facilities for simulating the performance of an algorithm 

when implemented on a digital device that uses words of a finite length. 
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(3) The programs do not check the validity of user's inputs. No provision is made for tracing 
back to a previous question or aborting a program before it is completely executed. 

5.4 Reorganization and Extension of the Software 

The intent of this work was to develop an interactive software package for evaluating the 

performance of algorithms that are suitable for estimating the phasors of power system voltages nd 

currents and the algorithms that are suitable for estimating the frequency of power system voltages. 

To develop such a software, the following objectives were set for the present work. 

(1) Revise the previously developed programs and rewrite them to alleviate the drawbacks 

and deficiencies mentioned in Section 5.3. 

(2) Develop new programs to extend the software. The extension should include progr 

for 

ms 

evaluating the performance of the algorithms that estimate the frequency cif a 

power system voltage. 

(ii) calculating the frequency response of the algorithms. 

The revision of the older programs and the development of the new programs should provid 

software package whose specifications are outlined in the next section. 

5.4.1 Software Specifications 

The following specifications were selected for the software package. 

(1) The software should be able to interact with the user. The software should be user 

friendly; it should check inputs for errors, allow the user to make corrections and guide 

the user through the programs with expressive and meaningful prompts. 

(2) The software should include programs that can generate instantaneous values of samp ed 

data to be used for testing or evaluating of algorithms. 

(3) The software should incorporate the existing algorithms that estimate peak values and 

phase angles of the phasors representing power system voltages and currents. 

(4) The software should allow the user to calculate the impedance of a transmission line as 

seen by a digital relay using algorithms selected by the user. 

(5) Existing algorithms for estimating the frequency of power system voltages, should be 

incorporated in the software package. 

(6) The software should allow the user to examine the frequency response of a selected 

algorithm. 
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(7) The software should facilitate the execution of the programs in two different modes. In 
one mode, all computations should be performed using the floating point representation 

of numbers. This mode will be useful for determining the extent of errors that arise from 

the design of an algorithm. In the other mode, the effects of the analog to dig4a1 

converter, truncation or rounding and the finite word size of the micro-processor sho ld 
be incorporated. All computations should be carried out as a digital processor would do. 

This mode of operation will be useful for simulating the performance of a sele ted 

algorithm when it is implemented on a micro-processor. 

(8) Subroutines needed to perform identical functions in different programs must be written 

once and stored to form a separate library. 

In general, the software should be written and documented in such a way that future 

programmers can interpret, alter, and add to the existing programs. 

5.4.2 Programming Language 

The previously developed programs were written in APL (A Programming Language). ''he 

same language was used for developing the new programs. This section highlights some of the 

ree.sons for using the APL as a programming language. 

(a) Dynamic Memory 

The computer storage for the data arrays is handled dynamically by the APL system. The size 

of an array can be changed as the computations progress. This frees the user from prior membry 

allocation for data arrays. 

(b) Workspace Concept 

A terminal connected to the APL system is said to be active. Associated with each active 

terminal is a fixed-size block of storage in the central computer, called an active workspace. 'the 

APL programs are not saved as individual files. The active workspace containing the programs is 

saved. The user can interrupt a session, store the workspace, and deactivate the terminal. Later, the 

user can connect to the system again, load the stored workspace and continue the session when 

was left. The programs and subroutines in the APL are normally referred to as "functions". 

it 
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(c) Matrix Operation 

APL is a matrix oriented language. It provides many readily available functions for 

mathematical manipulation of matrices. The available functions are not scientific subroutines ihut 

are components of the APL command set. This feature eliminates the need of calling subrouti es 

whenever matrix operations are required. APL is especially suitable for this software as most of the 

algorithms require matrix oriented computations. 

(d) Ability to Handle Character Information 

The user interactive software requires the handling of large amounts of character information. 

APL has ability to handle the character information with ease. APL variables can be used to 

represent the alphanumeric data with no special declarations. Arrays of character data can easily be 

manipulated and processed. 

5.5 Software Structure 

The software developed for this project is in ten APL workspaces. Initially, the software was 

developed on the DEC-2060 computing system, that was available at the University of 

Saskatchewan. Recently, a VAX-8600 computing system (VMS operating system, version 4.3), Fias 

replaced the DEC-2060. The software has been modified for use on the new computing system. 

For a better understanding of the software, APL terminologies have been used in this section. 

For example, the word "function" refers to a program or a subroutine and the term "workspaCe" 

refers to a collection of programs and subroutines. The overall software structure comprising of nine 

AP workspaces, is shown in the Figure 5.1. The workspaces are: 

(1) FVALUE.APL, 

(2) ALLFVA.APL, 

(3) PEAKVA.APL, 

(4) ALLPKV.APL, 

(5) ZVALUE.APL, 

(6) FRQRES.APL, 

(7) INDATG.APL, 

(8) ALLCMP.APL, 
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FVALUE.APL 

ALLFVA.APL 

INDATG.APL 

PROLIB.APL 

PEAKVA.APL 

ALLCMP.APL 

ZVALUE.APL 

FRQRES.APL 

  ALLPKV.APL 

Figure 5.1 An overall structure of the software. 
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(9) PROLIB.APL. 

e tenth workspace is INTPAK.APL. The user is required to load this workspace into the active 

w rkspace and execute its function for using this software package. It is a master workspace and 

co tains the function INTPAK that is an interactive program. This function displays on the term nal 

th menu of the five major workspaces, FVALUE.APL, PEAKVA.APL, ZVALUE.APL, 

QRES.APL and INDATG.APL that are arranged as shown in Figure 5.2. Their functional 

ch racteristics are also displayed. The user is prompted to select one of the five workspaces. ',On 

be ng selected, the function in that workspace is copied into the active workspace and is executed. 

A er the execution is completed, the function is erased from the active workspace. The user is titen 

all wed to select a different workspace or to terminate the session. This feature facilitates the 

so tware to be used effectively without the need of detailed knowledge of the available workspaces 

an their functions. The functional details of the functions in the other nine workspaces are 

pr sented below. 

5.51.1 FVALUE.APL 

FVALUE.APL is a workspace that contains the function FREQCOM. This function is an 

int racdve program that assists the user in estimating the frequency of power system voltages as seen 

by a digital relay. The functional block diagram for the function is shown in Figure 5.3. Aso 

in cated in this figure are the workspaces from which functions are called by FREQCOM. This 

fu tion can be used by loading FVALUE.APL to the active workspace and then executing it 

(F QCOM). 

The function FREQCOM interacts with the user and controls the inputs and the outputs. The 

pr ram structure of the function FREQCOM can be divided into four blocks, viz., input, 

cal ulation, display and output blocks. The input block first prompts the user to enter data that 

inc udes system frequency, sampling frequency, number of samples to be processed etc. FREQCOM 

the asks the user to provide the values representing the samples. The sampled values can be entered 

et er from the terminal or from a specially formatted data file. 

The calculation block requires the user to chose if the effect of an analog to digital converter is 

to e simulated or not. If an A/D converter is to be simulated the program assumes that the fir ite 

wo d-length of the micro-processor is also required to be simulated and prompts the user to enter the 

par meters of the analog to digital converter and the micro-processor. The user is then asked to 

sel ct the relay algorithm he wishes to use. The function FREQCOM copies the function of he 
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INTPAK.APL 

PEAKVA.APL 

FVALUE.APL 

INDATG.APL 

ZVALUE.APL 

FRQRES.APL 

Figure 5.2 The master workspace, INTPAK.APL, and other workspaces. 
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ure 5.3 A functional block-diagram of the function in the workspace FVALUE.APL. 
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selected relay algorithm from the workspace ALLFVA.APL and computes the estimates using the 

provided data set. In general, the relay algorithms compute the frequency only. However, if the 

least error squares and discrete Fourier transform algorithms are used, the amplitude of the signal an 

also be calculated. When one of these methods is chosen, the user is prompted to indicate if the 

amplitude of the signal should be computed or not. 

After the computations are over, the computed results are displayed in a tabular form on the 

terminal. The user can direct the output into files. The results can also be displayed in a graphical 

fo on the terminal. The graphs are plotted using the Fortran program PLOTER.FOR. 

The functions that estimate the frequency of power system voltages are located in the 

workspace ALLFVA.APL. The function for a selected algorithm is copied into the ac4ve 

workspace. The functions for reading the input data files, writing the outputs on files, modelling 

analog to digital converters etc., reside in the workspace PROLIB.APL. The function FREQCOM 

copies the functions from that workspace as and when they are to be executed. Functions copied 

from the workspaces, ALLFVA.APL and PROLIB.APL, are erased from the active workspace after 

they perform their intended functions. This procedure prevents the active workspace getting filled 

with the functions that are not needed any more. 

5.5.2 ALLFVA.APL 

The workspace ALLFVA.APL contains the functions that estimate the frequency of a pol.,er 

system voltage using a set of data samples. The functions are used by the program FREQCOM in 

the active workspace for computing the estimates. The workspace ALLFVA.APL includes the 

functions that simulate the following algorithms. 

(1) Linear Interpolation Algorithm [26] for 

(i ) single phase data. 

(ii) three phase data. 

(2) Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm for single phase data. 

(3) Discrete Fourier Transform Algorithm for 

(ii ) 

single phase data. 

three phase data. 
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(4) Least Error Squares Algorithm for 

(ii ) 

single phase data. 

three phase data. 

5. .3 PEAKVA.APL 

PEAKVA.APL is an APL workspace that contains a function PEAKVALUE. The program 

s cture of PEAKVALUE is similar to the function FREQCOM. The function PEAKVALUE 

int racts with the user for estimating the peak values and phase angles of the phasors representing 

th power system voltages and currents. The function can be used by loading the workspace 

PE KVA.APL into the active workspace and executing the function PEAKVALUE. Like the 

fu ction, FREQCOM, PEAKVALUE interacts with the user, requests for the inputs, checks their 

val dity and allows the user to make corrections. It also allows the user to simulate the effects of the 

fin to word sizes of the A/D converters and micro-processors. The function PEAKVALUE asks the 

us r to select the relay algorithm. It copies the function of the selected algorithm from the 

wo kspace ALLPKV.APL and estimates peak values and phase angles of the phasors using the 

sa pled data representing the input signals. The computed estimates are displayed in a tabular form 

on e terminal. The estimates can be stored in data files. The output files created can also be used 

for plotting of results using the program PLOTER.FOR 

The workspace ALLPKV.APL contains the functions for the relay algorithms that estimate the 

pea values and the phase angles of power system voltages and currents. The function of the 

sel cted algorithm is copied into the active workspace. PEAKVALUE also copies functions frOm 

the orkspace PROLIB.APL for reading input data files, modelling the AID converters, creating the 

out ut files etc. Functions copied from the workspaces, ALLPKV.APL and PROLIB.APL, are 

era ed from the active workspace after they have performed their intended functions. 

5.5. ALLPKV.APL 

The workspace ALLPKV.APL contains the functions that are used for estimating peak values 

and phasor angles of phasors representing power system voltages and currents. The functions use 

sam le data for computing the estimates. The programs in the workspaces PEAKVA.APL aid 

ZV UE.APL call functions from ALLPKV.APL and execute them to obtain the estimates. The 

pha or estimates are returned in the polar form for PEAKVA.APL and in the cartesian form fOr 

ZV UE.APL. The program in the workspace FRQRES.APL also calls these functions fhr 

calc lating the frequency responses of the relay algorithms. The workspace ALLPKV.APL contains 
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th functions for the following algorithms. 

(1) Trigonometric Algorithms: 

(i) Makino and Miki algorithm. 

(ii) Mann and Morrison algorithm. 

(iii) Gilcrest, Rockefeller and Udren algorithm. 

(2) Correlation Algorithms: 

(i) Full cycle Fourier analysis algorithm. 

(ii) Half cycle Fourier analysis algorithm. 

(iii) Full cycle even and odd rectangular waves algorithm. 

(iv) Half cycle even and odd rectangular waves algorithm. 

(v) Gilbert and Shovlin algorithm. 

(3) Least Error Squares (LES) Algorithms: 

(i) Three samples LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of a 

fundamental frequency component only. 

(ii) Five samples LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of a 

fundamental frequency component only. 

(iii) The LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of a fundamental 

frequency component only. The data window size is selected by the user. 

(iv) Three samples LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists o a 

fundamental frequency component added to a constant DC value. 

(v) Five samples LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of a 

fundamental frequency component added to a constant DC value. 

(vi) The LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of a fundamental 

frequency component added to a constant DC value. The data window size' is 

selected by the user. 

(vii) The LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of components of 

fundamental frequency and second harmonic added to a constant DC value. The 

data window size is selected by the user. 

(viii) The LES algorithm assuming that the input signal consists of components of 

fundamental frequency and second harmonic added to a decaying DC value. 

The data window size is selected by the user. 

(ix) The LES algorithm assuming that the input signal comprises of the components 

of the fundamental frequency, second harmonic, third harmonic, fourth harmonic 

and fifth harmonic added to a decaying DC value. The data window size is 

selected by the user. 
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5.5 5 ZVALUE.APL 

The workspace ZVALUE.APL contains two functions ZVALUE and IMPVAL. The functi n 

ZV UE guides the user through the programs for computing the impedance of a transmission lice 

as een by a digital relay. The functional block-diagram of the function ZVALUE is shown lin 

Fig re 5.4. 

The function ZVALUE controls the inputs and outputs and interacts with the user. The input 

blo k of the function prompts the user to enter the inputs that includes the system data, the sampled 

dat representing voltages and currents, the relay connections and characteristics etc. In the 

cal ulation block, the function allows the user to incorporate the effects of the finite word sizes of 

the AJD converters and the micro-processors. ZVALUE then asks the user to select the relay 

alg rithm and executes the function IMPVAL that pre-processes the data before use by the relay 

alg rithm. IMPVAL also copies the function of the selected relay algorithm from the workspape 

AL PKV.APL into the active workspace and executes that function to obtain the estimates of the 

vol ge and current phasors. The estimates are computed in the cartesian form. After the estimates 

of e voltage and current phasors become available, IMPVAL erases the algorithm function and 

the computes the impedance of a transmission line seen at a relay location using Equations 5.1 and 

5.2. 

v,. Ir + Vi Ii 

Zr = + 

Vi - V,. I i
= 

Ii Ii + I, Ir

whe e 

(5.1) 

Vr is the real part of the voltage phasor, 

I r is the real part of the current phasor, 

Vi is the imaginary part of the voltage phasor, 

I i is the imaginary part of the current phasor. 

The nction IMPVAL assigns the impedance values to variables that are used by the functioi 

ZV UE. ZVALUE displays the values of the computed impedances either in the cartesian form Plr 

in th polar form as desired by the user. The calculated impedances can also be saved in output files 
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Fi ure 5.4 A functional block-diagram of the function in the workspace ZVALUE.AEL. 
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and subsequently plotted using the program PLOTER.FOR. 

Functions for reading input files, writing output files etc., are called from the worksp4ce 

PROLIB.APL. All the functions called from that workspace are erased from the active workspace 

after they have performed their intended functions. 

5.5.6 FRQRES.APL 

Most of the digital relaying algorithms can be viewed as a pair of orthogonal (sine and cosiie) 

digital filters. FRQRES.APL workspace contains a function FRQRES that is developed to obtain 

the frequency response of the relaying algorithms. For each pair of orthogonal filters, the respoise 

of individual filters and their composite response can be obtained. 

The function FRQRES is an interactive program. It uses the coefficients of a relay algorithm

(filter) for calculating the frequency response. Appendix A discusses a method used for obtaining 

the frequency response of a digital filter. The function FRQRES first prompts the user for inpUts, 

such as, the nominal frequency, the sampling frequency etc. It then displays, on the terminal, a list 

of the algorithms for which the frequency response can be calculated. The user is prompted to select 

an algorithm and then the function of the selected algorithm is copied from the workspace 

ALLPKV.APL into the active workspace. The algorithm function is then executed to obtain the 

filter coefficients. Alternatively, the user is provided an option of entering the coefficients of the 

filter either directly from the terminal or from a data file. This option is provided, in case the user 

does not wish to calculate the response of algorithms in the workspace ALLPKV.APL. After the 

filter coefficients are obtained, FRQRES computes individual and composite frequency responses 

and displays them on the terminal. The calculated responses can also be stored into data files and 

subsequently plotted. The workspace PROLIB.APL provides the functions for reading the files Oat 

contain the filter coefficients and writing the output files. The functions copied from that workspace 

are erased from the active workspace after they perform their intended functions. 

5.5.7 INDATG.APL 

The workspace INDATG.APL contains a function INDATGEN. The functional block diagram 

of INDATGEN is shown in Figure S.S. The function INDATGEN is an interactive program that can 

be used to generate the instantaneous values of sampled data for representing power system voltages 

and currents. The function INDATGEN interacts with the user and controls the inputs and output . 

It requests the user to input the data that includes system frequency, sampling frequency, number of 
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Figure 5.5 A functional block-diagram of the function in the workspace INDATG.APL. 
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samples required etc. 

The sampled data are generated by executing the functions invoked from the workspace 

ALLCMP.APL. The workspace contains functions that can generate the following components df a 

power system voltage or current. 

(1) The Fundamental Frequency Component of 

(i) constant amplitude. 

(ii) decaying amplitude. 

(iii) rising amplitude. 

(2) DC Components of 

constant amplitude. 

(ii) decaying amplitude. 

(iii) rising amplitude. 

(3) Harmonic Components of 

(1) constant amplitude. 

(ii) decaying amplitude. 

(iii) rising amplitude. 

(4) Components of Non-harmonic Frequencies with 

constant amplitude. 

(ii) decaying amplitude. 

(iii) rising amplitude. 

(5) Random Noise. 

The function INDATGEN allows the user to optionally select the above components, in succession, 

that are to be included in the required signal. The function for a selected component is copied into 

the active workspace from ALLCMP.APL. The copied function is then executed to compute the 

sampled data that represent the selected component. The function called from the workspaCe 

ALLCMP.APL is erased from the active workspace after it has been executed. This procedure is 

repeated until the user enters a stop instruction. The sampled data representing the selected 

components are added to obtain the required signal. 

The user is also provided with an alternative to enter the data directly from the terminal inste0d 

of generating them by using the program. The generated data (or terminal entered data) representinig 
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th required signal can be displayed on the terminal. The user can direct the data into a file and can 

vi w the signal in a graphical form. The output file is created using a function copied from a 

w kspace PROLIB.APL. This function is erased from the active workspace after the output filtb is 

cre ted. The output file can be used by the other programs of this package. 

5.5.8 PROLIB.APL 

The workspace PROLIB.APL is a collection of functions (subroutines) that form a function 

lib ary for use by the programs in this software package. The executing function in the active 

wo kspace copies the functions from PROLIB.APL into the active workspace and uses them. The 

fu tions stored in the PROLIB.APL workspace are described below. 

(a) IINPTFILE 

The purpose of this function is to take data from a data file and convert it into a form that cian 

be ead by the functions of active workspace. This function is designed to be used in conjunction 

wi two other functions, RDFILE and PRFILE. RDFILE reads a specified number of data samples 

fro a file. PRFILE prints the data file information on the terminal after the file has been read by 

RD E. INPTFILE compares the key parameters entered by the user, such as, system frequency 

an sampling frequency, with those read from the the header of the file. This is a check against the 

use of inappropriate data files. 

(b) RFILE 

This function creates an output file of the results computed in the active workspace. The data 

file created by this function are in a format that can be read by INPTFILE. The data files are alSo 

co patible with the Fortran program PLOTER.FOR for plotting graphs. 

(c) DCON 

ADCON is a function designed to simulate the effect of analog to digital converters in digital 

rela s. The procedure for modelling of analog to digital converters is described in Appendix B. 
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(d) MUL 

MUL is a function that is used for obtaining the product of an integer number with a decirnal 

number using the bit shift approach. The use of this function allows the user to demonstrate the 

accuracy of an algorithm when used in a micro-processor. The function is used in conjunction milith 

either of the two functions MULSGP and MULDBP. MULSGP is used to implement the ordinary 

bit shift approach and the function MULDBP is used for implementing the extended bit shift 

approach. The bit shift approaches used in these functions are discussed in Appendix C. 

(e) CMUL 

CMUL is a function that is used for obtaining the product of two complex numbers. ple 

function is used in conjunction with MUL. 

(f) SQRT 

Most of the digital relaying applications involve the computation of the amplitude of a phasor 

from its real and imaginary components. The implementation of this requires two squaring 

operations and one square root operation. These operations are computationally inefficient. the 

function SQRT provides a piecewise linear approximation to relace these calculations. The methpd 

of obtaining the square roots, is simulated because it is suitable for use on micro-processors. Details 

of the procedure are given in Appendix D. 

(g) ACCURACY 

The function ACCURACY permits the user to select: 

(1) the type of quantization-truncation or rounding, in analog to digital converters and 

micro-processors. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

the number of bits of accuracy for A/D converters and micro-processors. 

the bit shift multiplication-ordinary approach or extended approach. 

the number of regions of approximations to be implemented in estimating the square 

roots. 
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(h) FFT 

The function 14-1. performs the fast Fourier transform on a set of data samples and comptites 

the leakage coefficient. The function WI has been developed for use by fast Fourier transfcrm 

algorithm. 

(i) ARCTAN 

The function ARCTAN has been developed for use by the discrete Fourier transform 

algorithm. This function simulates a lookup table suitable for estimating an angle from the values of 

its tangent. It is suitable for providing the angle when its tangent is in the range of 0-2.0. This 

range is suitable for obtaining correct estimates of the frequency deviation between 0 to 5 Hz. 

5.6 Testing the Software 

To ensure high reliability of the software, tests were conducted to search for bugs and errors. 

The testing involved executing the software using data for which results are known and examining 

the results for any errors. The software was checked and modified until no errors were encountered. 

Some of the sample test studies are included in the next chapter. 

5.7 Future Developments 

The software has been developed for estimating the electrical parameters of power systems. 

The logic and characteristics of relays are not modelled in the software. Programs for simulating 

those functions can be incorporated in the software. The new functions would compare 

estimated parameters with the pre-programmed relay settings and characteristics and simulate the 

decision making process of relays. Also, the developed software includes only the non-recursive 

algorithms. It can be extended to include the recursive algorithms, such as, Kalman filters etc. 

5.8 Summary 

The software developed for this project has been described in this chapter. The specifications 

of the software have been outlined. The APL programs developed for this software reside in ten 

workspaces that are available on the VAX-8600 at the University of Saskatchewan. The software 

package consists of "question and answer" type interactive programs and the dialogue between the 

user and the computer is governed by the user's answers to the questions put forth by the computer. 

This feature provides effective user control of the programs. The present version of the software 
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in ludes programs for simulating the performance of algorithms that are suitable for estimating the 

pl-asors representing power system signals and the frequency of power system voltages. I'he 

software can be used for selecting appropriate relaying algorithms for use in an application. It scan 

also be used as an educational aid for studying and comparing the performance of relay algorithms. 



Chapter 6 

TESTING OF THE SOFTWARE 

6.1 Introduction 

A software package for the evaluation of relay algorithms has been described in the last 

ch pter. The specifications and the structure of the software have been outlined. The software Was 

to ted for investigating its capabilities. Some results and sample studies are presented in this chapter 

to demonstrate the reliability and capabilities of the developed software. The effect of finite ward 

si e on the accuracy of the computed results are also reported. 

6. Modules for Simulating Multiplications, A/D converters and the Amplitude Estimator 

This section presents a few studies that were conducted to illustrate that the multiplication, 

A/ converter and Amplitude estimator modules perform their intended functions properly. The 

m ltiplication module provides an output that is equal to the product of an integer number and a 

de imal value. The A/D converter module uses a model that simulates the effect of an D 

co verter. The amplitude estimator module uses piecewise linear approximation for estimating the 

a plitude of a phasor from its real and imaginary components. 

The two forms of multiplications, ordinary and extended, are incorporated in the multiplication 

mo ule. The approaches are similar except that, in the extended form, the integer number is first 

mu tiplied with the largest number that can be stored in the word of the processor. The result is 

mu tiplied with the decimal value using the bit shift approach. The product is then divided by the 

nu ber with which the integer was multiplied. This results in a reduction in the truncation or 

rou ding errors. The details of the multiplication approaches are discussed in Appendix C. The 

mo ule was tested using the integer 1000 and the decimal value of 0.707106. The product of these 

nu bers is 707.106. Figure 6.1 shows the products obtained when the numbers were multiplied 

usi g the two approaches. The figure shows that the errors in the results reduce as the number of bits 

use for simulating the multiplications increases. The errors observed in the extended bit shift 

app oach are noticeably less than those obtained by the ordinary approach. 

The A/D converter module models the conversion of analog signals to the digitized form. Tfie 

inp t to A/D converter module consists of values in the floating point representations. The output Of 

the odule provides the equivalent integer values. The procedure of modelling of the AJD converter 

is di cussed in Appendix B. The performance of the A/D converter module was tested by simulatifig 
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a sinusoidal signal of 10 volts peak and converting it to the integer form using Equation b.2. The 

spec fications of the AID converter model used in this study are as follows. 

(1) Number of bits=8. 

(2) Positive saturation voltage level=15 volts. 

(3) Negative saturation voltage level=-15 volts. 

(4) Truncation during the digitization. 

The nput signal and the output of the module are shown in Figure 6.2. This figure shows that when 

the signal is 8.66 volts, the output of the module is 73. In fact, this number corresponds to an input 

level of 8.554 volts. The difference in the two voltage levels is due to truncation during the 

conversion process. The figure also reveals that when the input is -8.66 volts, the output of the 

module is -74 instead of -73. This is because the errors due to truncation are negative for the 

positive and negative inputs. 

The amplitude estimator uses a piecewise linear approximation for estimating the amplitude of 
a phasor from its real and imaginary components. The technique first redefines the phasor whose 

amplitude is to be estimated. The real component of the redefined phasor is the larger of the 

absol to values of the real and the imaginary components of the original phasor. The imaginary 

com onent is the smaller of the absolute values. The amplitude of the phasor redefined in this 

man er is the same as the amplitude of the original phasor but the redefined phasor lies in the first 

octan . The amplitude of the redefined phasor is determined by multiplying its real and imaginary 

corn nents by suitable coefficients and then adding the products. The accuracy of the technique 

can e improved by sub-dividing the octant in a number of regions. For each region, a pair ot 

coeffi ients is defined that is valid for use when the redefined phasor is in that region. The method is 

discu sed in detail in Appendix D. The estimator module was tested by estimating the amplitude of 

a pha or from its real and imaginary components as the phasor rotated in the first octant in steps of 

2°. e estimates were computed for three cases. In the first case, the octant was not sub-divided) 

and as used as one region. In the other two cases, the octant was sub-divided in four regions and', 

sixtee regions. Figure 6.3 shows the percentage errors observed in the amplitude estimation for the 

three ases. A study of the figure shows that the errors decrease as the number of regions in the 

octant increase. The maximum error observed in the one region case is 6.18%. It reduces to 0.49% 

and 0. 3% for the four region and sixteen region cases. 
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6.3 Studies on Estimating Phasors 

Algorithms for computing the real and imaginary components of voltage and current phasors, 

have already been discussed in Chapter 3. The programs developed for simulating the algorithms 

were tested. The estimates were computed using sinusoidal input data and floating pint 

representation of numbers. The estimates obtained were compared with the theoretical val es. 

Whenever, the estimates computed did not conform with the expected values, the programs vs ere 

checked, the errors were identified and corrected. The programs were then tested to study if finite 

w rd sizes of A/D converters and micro-processors could be simulated effectively by the developed 1 

so tware. Several tests were conducted and one such study is reported in this section. 

6.3.1 Effect of Finite Word Size of Processors and A/D converters 

The factors affecting the performance of digital relays have been discussed in Chapter 2. The 

accuracy of the estimates provided by the digital relays is limited by the finite number of bits in the 

words of A/D converters and micro-processors. Also, an A/D converter is designed for a specified 

range of input voltages. The converter saturates, when the input exceeds the specified range 

resulting in incorrect representation of the inputs and consequently introducing substantial error in 

the results. 

The effects of using words of finite sizes and A/D converter saturation were examined using 

the least error squares algorithm. This algorithm assumes that the input is composed of an 

ex,onentially decaying DC component and a fundamental frequency component. Test data for a 

sinusoidal waveform were computed using the program INDATGEN that resides in the workspace 

1 
INDATG.APL. The instantaneous values of the waveform were calculated at intervals of —1— 

720 

seconds. The amplitude and frequency of the waveform were selected to be 1000 volts and 60 Hz, 

respectively. The least error squares algorithm was used for computing the phasor representatiOns 

from the data. Floating point representation of numbers was used. The amplitude and the phase 

angles obtained are plotted in Figure 6.4. As expected, the computed peak values are close to 1000 

volts. 

The phasors were estimated using the above data, the least error squares algorithm, and the 

A/D converter, multiplication and amplitude estimator modules. The instantaneous values of the 

sampled data were used as input to the A/D converter module. The module first scaled down the 

data using a reduction ratio of 100/1 and then converted the low level data to equivalent integer 

values using an eight bit A/D converter model of ±10 volts dynamic range. The output of the A/D 
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c nverter module was used by the algorithm. The ordinary bit shift approach of multiplication Was 

si ulated using twelve bit words. The four region approximation was used for estimating the peak 

v ue of the phasors from their real and imaginary components. The truncation was implemented 

d ring digitization and calculations. Figure 6.5 shows the computed results. An examination of the 

fi re clearly depicts that, as expected, the errors are encountered due to the finite size of the words. 

e estimates of the peak values computed by the algorithm are in the 875-992 volts range. 'The 

s dy was repeated using different word lengths. Figure 6.6 shows the estimates obtained, when a 

1 bit A/D converter model and 16-bit words for the bit multiplication were simulated. In this case, 

th peak value estimates are between 990 and 998 volts. As expected, the results show an 

i rovement in the accuracy of computations when the number of bits per word is increased. 

The study was then repeated to test the ability of the A/D converter module to simulate the 

sa ration of the converter. The saturation can be simulated by using the inputs that exceed the 

dy amic range of conversion of the A/D converter. The input data representing a sinusoidal signal 

of 1300 volts peak was generated and applied as input to the A/D converter module with 12-bit A/D 

co version. The output of the module was used by the algorithm for computing peak values. The 

bit shift multiplication was simulated for the word length of sixteen bits. Figure 6.7 illustrates the 

est mates obtained in this manner. An examination of the figure shows that the estimates of the peak 

val e are between 1087 and 1133 volts. These estimates are substantially different from the 

ex ected value of 1300 volts. The differences are mainly due to the saturation of the AID converter. 

6. Sample Studies on Frequency Estimation Algorithms 

The recently developed algorithms that estimate the frequency of power system voltages h4ve 

be n discussed in Chapter 3. The frequency of the power system is, generally, required to be 

me sured during the steady-state operation only. The developers of algorithms, therefore, assurned 

tha the inputs are waveforms of a single frequency. When the frequency of an input deviates frm 

its nominal value, the algorithms compute the frequency deviation. The frequency of the input 

vo tage waveform is then estimated. 

The programs that simulate the frequency algorithms were tested to ensure their reliability. 

In ut data representing signals of known frequencies were used in the tests. The estimates of the 

fre uency provided by the programs were compared with the frequency of the input signals. The 

pr rams were debugged, if the computed estimates did not match with the expected values. Restilts 

fro two of the several tests that were conducted, are reported in this section. For these tests, cqita 
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representing three phase sinusoidal voltages were computed using the program INDATGEN. The 

amplitudes of the waveforms were selected to be 1000 volts. The frequency of the waveforms used 

in these tests were chosen to be 60 and 59 Hz. 

(1) Sinusoidal Input - Nominal Frequency 

The frequency of 60 Hz waveforms was estimated using the developed programs. These 

programs use the following algorithms. 

(1) Single phase discrete Fourier transform (10 DFT) algorithm. 

(2) Three phase discrete Fourier transform (34) DFT) algorithm. 

(3) Single phase least error squares (14) LES) algorithm. 

(4) Three phase least error squares (34) LES) algorithm. 

(5) Single phase linear interpolation (10 LI) algorithm. 

(6) Three phase linear interpolation (34) LI) algorithm. 

(7) Single phase fast Fourier transform (14) FFT) algorithm. 

The estimates of the frequency were computed using the floating point representation of numbers. 

Except for the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, the sampling rate was used as 720 Hz and 

the data window size for the frequency measurement was selected as two cycles. The sampling pate 

and the data window size were selected to be 1920 Hz and one cycle for the FFT algorithm. The 

frequency estimates computed by the first six techniques are shown in Figure 6.8. The estimates 

obtained by the FFT algorithm are shown in Figure 6.9. An examination of the figures shows that 

the estimates provided by all the algorithms are accurate. 

The discrete Fourier transform algorithms (DFT) and the least error squares algorithms (L6S) 

also provide the estimates of the amplitude of the input signals in addition to the frequency 

estimates. Therefore, the amplitudes of the inputs were also computed by the programs that use the 

DFT and the LES algorithms. The percentage errors for the amplitude estimates were calculated 

and are plotted in Figure 6.10. This figure shows that the amplitude estimates are free of errors. 

(2) Sinusoidal Input - Off-nominal Frequency 

The frequency of the 59 Hz waveforms was then calculated using the programs. The data 

window sizes, the sampling rates and the representation of numbers used in Test 1 were also used in 

these cases. The estimates computed by the programs that incorporate the first six algorithms from 

the above list are shown in Figure 6.11. The estimates computed by the program that incorporates 

the FFT algorithm, are shown Figure 6.12. The estimates obtained from the programs that use the 

three phase DFT algorithm, the single phase and the three phase LES algorithms and the FFT 
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algorithm, are very close to the expected value of 59 Hz. However, the frequency estimates obtained 

by using the single phase DFT algorithm fluctuate about the expected value. The maximum error 

observed is 0.02 Hz. Also, the estimates fluctuate about a mean error 0.1788 Hz, when single phase 

linear interpolation (LI) algorithm was used. The estimates, in this case, are in the 58.8165 land 

58.8258 Hz range. The estimates obtained from the three phase LI algorithm have a mean error of 

0.1788 Hz. However, the estimates do not fluctuate about this value. The other tests showed thatil the 

fluctuations in the single phase DFT algorithm and the mean error in the LI algorithms increasedi as 

the frequency of the input signals deviated farther from the nominal value. The errors in the 

estimates are not due to errors in the programs, but, are due to the characteristics of the algorithms. 

A study reported by Sachdev and Giray [32] also indicated that the estimates obtained using 

DFT technique and the single phase data are affected adversely at off-nominal frequency. 

the 

The amplitude estimates were also computed for the 59 Hz waveforms using the DFT and 

LES algorithms. Figure 6.13 shows the percentage errors observed in these cases. An examination 

of the figure shows that the estimates obtained by the single phase DFT algorithm fluctuate; ',the 

maximum error is 0.92%. The estimates from the three phase DFT algorithm are constant but have 

a mean error of 0.0454%. The estimates obtained using the LES algorithms are very accurate and 

are close to 1000 volts. The errors in the amplitude estimates observed, in the case of the DFT 

algorithms, are due to the characteristics of algorithms as reported in Reference [32]. 

The LES algorithms were also used to compute the frequency of the 59 Hz signal using data 
converted to the integer format by the A/D converter module. The multiplication module was used 

for obtaining the products of the integer numbers with the decimal numbers. The following 

specifications were selected for the A/D converter and multiplication modules. 

(1) Reduction ratio 150/1. 

(2) 8-bit A/D converter, dynamic range ±10 volts and rounding during the conversion. 

(3) Extended bit shift multiplication for the word of 12-bit. 

The results of the calculations were rounded. The programs, in this mode of operation, perform the 

computations using the integer format of the numbers. For achieving high accuracy of the frequency 

estimates, the programs compute 1000 times the actual frequency deviation, Af . For example a 

frequency deviation, Af, of 0.999 Hz is computed as 999. The frequency is then estimated by the 

programs as 59001. This is to be interpreted as 59.001 Hz. The frequency estimates obtained using 

the LES algorithm, in this manner, are shown in Figure 6.14. An examination of the figure, clearly 

indicates that the use of words of finite sizes has introduced errors in the estimates. The tests were 
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releated using words of different sizes. The frequency estimates obtained using a 12-A/D converter 

and the 16-bit words for bit multiplications are plotted in Figure 6.15. The errors observed, in this 

case, are very small. This indicates that the computational errors decrease as the number of bi in 

the words increase. 

6.5 Frequency Response 

The program FRQRES was designed to provide frequency response of algorithms. In the 

software package, the program resides in the workspace FRQRES.APL. This program was tested 

and debugged to make sure that it is free of errors. The testing procedure followed was similar to the 

one used for frequency and phasor estimation programs. The frequency responses of the relay 

algorithms were computed for the selected data windows and sampling rates. The compttted 

responses were compared with the expected responses to check for the software errors. 

The frequency response of the one cycle Fourier [11] algorithm was computed using Ithe 

developed program. The algorithm used for this purpose extracts the 60 Hz components from the 

input. The sampling rate selected for the algorithm was 720 Hz. The magnitude of the frequency 

responses of the cosine and the sine filters, computed by the developed program, are plotted in 

Figure 6.16. As expected, the filter responses are 1.0 p.u. at 60 Hz and 0 p.u. at zero frequency 4nd 

at frequencies that are multiples of 60 Hz. The computed frequency response of the cosine filter is 

fund to be similar to the response of one cycle Fourier algorithm given in Reference [6]. 

6.6 Summary 

This chapter has reported some of the tests that were carried out to demonstrate the reliabiity 

of the developed software package. It has been shown that the modules for A/D converter, 

multiplication and amplitude estimator perform satisfactorily. Sample tests that illustrate the 

effectiveness of using these modules with phasor estimation programs have also been reported. 

Tes is carried out to check the programs that provide frequency estimates are then reported. Finally, 

the use of the program that computes the frequency response of algorithms is demonstrated. 
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Chapter 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The object of this thesis was to develop an interactive software package for the evaluationl, of 

digital relaying algorithms including the accuracy of the results when the algorithms pre 

implemented on digital processors. 

The major factors that affect the accuracy of the results computed by digital relays are the word 

sizes of the micro-processors and the A/D converters, the saturation of A/D converters and the relay 

software. The details of these factors have been outlined in Chapter 2. An essential and critical part 

of the software of a digital relay is its algorithm. Several algorithms suggested in the past have been 

described in Chapter 3. Since the design of a digital relay includes the selection of an appropriate 

relaying algorithm, the factors that should be considered during the selection of an algorithm and the 

trade-offs that might be necessary have been examined in Chapter 4. 

The software package, presented in this thesis, provides an interactive approach for studies of 

the characteristics of algorithms and their responses to a variety of data that might be encountered in 

a power system. The specifications of the software, its structure and its special features have been 

described in Chapter 5. The software developed for this project is of a "question and answer type". 

The programming language used is APL. The advantages of using APL have also been discussed in 

Chapter 5. The software includes the programs for 

(1) evaluating the algorithms for estimating the phasors. 

(2) evaluating the algorithms for estimating the frequency. 

(3) computing the impedance of a transmission line as seen from a relay location. 

(4) computing the frequency response of algorithms. 

(5) generating the instantaneous values of voltage and current samples. 

The software also includes the modules that simulate the effects of finite word sizes of micro-

processors and A/D converters, and the saturation of A/D converters. 

The software facilitates the execution of programs in two modes of operation. In the first 

mode, the computations are performed using the floating point format of numbers. In the second 

mode, the effects of A/D converters, truncations or roundings, and bit shift multiplications are 

incorporated. The computations are performed using the integer format of the numbers. The former 

mode provides information concerning the errors due to the inadequacies in the designs of 

algorithms. The latter mode simulates the performance of algorithms if implemented on a digital 
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processor. 

The software developed has been tested to check for any errors that may be present. Resiults 

from some of the tests are reported in Chapter 6. The tests include the computing of peak valtres, 

phase angles and the frequency. The frequency responses of several algorithms have been evaluated. 

The effects of finite word sizes on the accuracy of the estimates are also illustrated. The results 

indicate that the errors can be unacceptable if the word size of the AID converter or the processor is 

inadequate. A study illustrating the saturation of the AID converter is also reported. 

The new algorithms can be added to the software. The software can also be extended to 

include programs that would model relay logic and characteristics. These programs could compare 

the estimates of the power system parameters with pre-programmed relay characteristics for 

simulating the decision making logic. 

This thesis has demonstrated that it is possible to develop a software package for evaluating 

relay algorithms. The interactive features can be incorporated in the software to enable its effective 

utilization without the aid of detailed programming manuals. The programming experience gained 

during the development of this software indicated that APL is an appropriate programming language 

for this application. This is because APL makes the tasks of providing interactive features and 

manipulating matrices quite simple. The concept of workspace used in APL provides another useful 

feature; the user can stop the execution of the program at any stage and deactivate the terminal. 

Later, the system automatically loads the aborted program into the active workspace and strts 

executing it from the point where it was left, when the user reconnects the system. 

The developed software is of a unique kind because it makes available for performance studies 

most of the relay algorithms developed in the past. This package, with the extensions suggested 

above, will prove to be a useful tool for designing digital relays. The present version of the software 

can, be used for selecting an appropriate relay algorithm for use in an application. It can also serve' as 

an educational aid for learning and studying the characteristics of relaying algorithms. 
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Appendix A 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF DIGITAL FILTERS 

A.  Frequency Response of a Digital Filter 

The suitability of a filter can be determined by its frequency response. One of the methOs 

used for this purpose is the Z -transform technique. The transfer function of a non-recursive filter in 

Z-plane can be represented as follows: 

H(Z) = Cri Z-ii (p.1) 

n=0 

wh-re 

Cn are the filter coefficients and 

Z is a complex variable given by CiulAT

The (m +1) filter coefficients are, generally, referred to as the impulse response of a digital filter. 

Substituting Ci °)AT for the complex variable, Z, in Equation a.1 leads to the following equation. 

A,,, 
H (e aal ) I  c n ej 0)AT 

n=0 

In Equation a.2, H (ei°-)a) may be written as follows: 

H (e " AT ) =Hr 
(ei coAr j  Hl(ejweT )

H (e. coAT) = IH(ejc0eT)1eje 

or 

where 

6 = arg { H (ei ) } 

(a.2) 

(a3) 

(a,4) 
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(os 
U ing these equations and varying the frequency, CO, from 0 to 2 —, the Nyquist frequency, 

magnitude and phase response of a non-recursive filter can be calculated. 

the 

A. Composite Response of Orthogonal Filters 

Normally a digital relaying algorithm comprises of a pair of orthogonal filters, viz., a sine filter 

an a cosine filter. The frequency response for an orthogonal pair of filters, can be combined to 

ob ain an average composite response. 

Consider that the input to a pair of orthogonal digital filters is V p sin (0.)t+0). The outputS of 

th filters at the selected frequency will be 

wrtere 

Vs =KsVp sin(cot+0-05 ) 

V, =K,Vp sin(cot +OA, ) (4.6) 

VS and Vc are the outputs of the two filters, 

Ks and lc are the gains of the two filters, 

e s  and 0, are the phase delays of the two filters and 

0 is the phase angle of the input signal. 

Th phase delays of orthogonal filters are displaced by 
2 
— radians at all frequencies and the outputs 

card, therefore, be represented as follows: 

where 

Vs = Asin (cot +v) 

Vc = B cos (cot +v) 

A replaces the product, Ks Vp , 

(a.7) 

(4) 
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B replaces the product, Kc VP and 

lif replaces the difference, O—O . 

Tha output of the filters can be combined as follows: 

or 

v o2 v s2 + v o2 

2 

1 = As in ( 

2 

1702 cot +v) + B cos (cot +v) 

Eqiation a.10 can be mathematically manipulated to get Equation a.11. 

1702 =  
2 

(A 2 + B 2) — F A 2 B2)cos2(cot+v)

(L9) 

In this equation, V0 is the time dependent output. However, the outputs will be time invariant if A 

anc B are equal. The average composite frequency response at a selected frequency is represented 

as follows: 

A 2 +B 



Appendix B 

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER MODELLING 

B.1 Introduction 

The purpose of an analog to digital converter is to convert the electrical analog quantitie to 

their corresponding digital representation. The parameters of the selected A/D converter are use to 

simulate the effect of the A/D converter. These parameters include the word size of the D 

converter, the range of the input signal that the converter can handle, and the quantization method 

i.e whether the A/D converter truncates or rounds the inputs to the nearest integer values. 

B.2 Modelling 

The effect of an A/D converter on digital relays can be studied by developing a simulation 

model. If a b+1-bit A/D converter is selected with positive saturation voltage, Vrep +), and the 

negative saturation voltage, Vref (_), the full scale range [33], FSR, of the A/D converter can be 

expressed as 

FSR = V ref (+) — Vref (—)* (b.1) 

If a voltage of value x volts is given as an input to the A/D converter model, the output would be an 

integer number that is obtained using Equation b.2. 

where 

i 

FSR 
x + 

(Z )10 = TRN or RND   2b+1 _ 2b 
FSR 

(1:0,) 
I 

(Z )10 is an integer value with a base 10, 

TRN represents the truncation and 
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RND represents the rounding. 

e errors due to truncation from Equation b.2 are negative for both positive and negative numbers 

an the equation represents a b+1-bit A/D converter model that uses a two's complen 

re resentation for the negative inputs. 

The saturation effect of an A/D converter can be simulated by selecting the input voltage le 

su h that positive inputs exceed Veff (+) and the negative inputs are less than Veff H. The li 

V 

ent 

els 

its 

(+) and Veff H define the effective range of A/D conversion. For two's complement arithmetic 

an b+1-bit A/D converters, the limits are defined by Equations b.3 and b.4. 

Veff (+) = Vref (+) 

Veff 
(_) = Vref 

1 

2b
(1.3) 



Appendix C 

BIT SHIFT APPROACH OF MULTIPLICATION 

C.1 Introduction 

The bit shift approach of multiplication is used in calculations for obtaining the product of an 

integer number with a decimal value. This approach of multiplication is implemented so that the 

us .r can demonstrate the accuracy of an algorithm when used with a microprocessor. The bit shift 

approach of multiplication is described below. 

C.2 Mathematical Background 

If d is a decimal number, it can be expressed in terms of inverse powers of two as follows: 

d = nr + 1 + - P, + - q- + ( .1) 
21 22

A . . . 

where 

m, n, p, q etc., are either 1 or 0. 

In a digital computer, each of the above non-zero fractions when multiplied by an integer, is 

equivalent to carrying out right bit shift operations on the integer value. The number of shift 

operations is equal to the power of two in the denominator of the fraction. Using Equation c.1, it dan 

be shown that 

m n p Id .= (— 2 • 3 21 2 

or 

= I - I (1 - (— 
m n p q , . . .)) 

-at 7-21 22 2 z 
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where 

I is the integer value. 

C3 Algorithm 

This section describes the algorithm used to simulate the procedure of bit shift multiplication 

in APL software.

(1) <exec> Multiply the decimal argument by 2b+1, where b+1 is the number of bits to be 

used. 

(2) <exec> Find the binary equivalent of the integer portion of the value obtained in step . 

(3) <if> The number of ones are more than the number of zeros in binary representation: 

<then> Complement the binary representation. 

<else> Continue. 

(4) <exec> For each one in the binary representation, multiply its inverse value by Ithe 

integer argument and then truncate or round-off the results. 

(5) <exec> Add all the results obtained in step 4. 

(6) <if> The binary representation used in step 4 was the one obtained by complementin4 in 

step 3: 

<then> Subtract the sum obtained in step 5 from the integer argument to get the 
final product, DI. 

<else> The sum obtained in step 5 is the final product. 

(7) <return > 

Step 4 of the algorithm represents right bit shift operations on the integer argument, I. Shifting of a 

binary number to the right may not divide the number exactly by two. If the integer, I , is divided by 

two using a bit shift operation, the result would be 2 —+E, e represents the error. For multiple s1iift 

operations, the errors continue to accumulate. Therefore, if the number of ones in the binary 

representation are more than the number of zeros, the complement of the representation is used. The 

multiplication described until now is the ordinary form of the bit shift approach. The errors duti to 

truncation or rounding can further be reduced by implementing the extended form of bit shift 

multiplication. The extended form is similar to ordinary bit shift multiplication except that the 

integer numbe* r is first multiplied with the largest number that can be stored in the word of the 

processor, 2b+1  The result is multiplied with a decimal value using the bit shift approach described 

above. The end product is then divided by the number with which the integer was multiplied. The 

process of multiplying the integer argument by 2b +1 is equivalent to making the integer argument 
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tw b+1-bit words long with the lower word filled with zeros. This eliminates truncation or 

rounding errors during the right shift operations. The error due to truncation or rounding takes place 

only when the final product is divided by 2b+1 which is equivalent to ignoring the lower b+11-bit 

word of the product. 



Appendix D 

AMPLITUDE ESTIMATOR 

D.1 Introduction 

Most of the relaying applications require the computations of the amplitudes of phasors from 

their real and imaginary components. This process requires two squaring functions and one sOare 

root function to be performed. These functions are computationally inefficient to implement on 

micro-processors. However, these calculations can be replaced by a piecewise linear 

approximation [34]. The approximation requires only addition and multiplication by constants and 

is much more efficient than the general purpose multiplication of two unknowns. The error in the 

estmate can be made arbitrarily small. This method of estimation is described below. 

D.2 Mathematical Background 

Consider that R and I are the real and imaginary components of a phasor having magnitude, 

M. These components represent a point in a complex plane. The amplitude of the phasor is the 

distance from the origin to that point. The amplitude is unaffected by the signs of R and I, and 

points (R , I) and (I, R) are equidistant from the origin. Let 

U=max(1/21, 1/1) 

V=min(III, IR I) (dh2) 

Then (U, V) is a point in the first octant at a distance, M, from the origin. As a first approximatiOn, 

let 

111 =aU +bV (d13) 

Where a and b are the coefficients or the multipliers and can be found to minimize the error 

— M. 



This is the case when only one approximation region is considered. Additional accurac is 

easily obtained by subdividing the first octant in multiple regions and using different approximati ns 

in each region. But the average processing time increases as the number of regions is increased. In 

general, for n regions there will be a set of value of a and b , (a 1, b 1), (a 1 b2),...,(a,z , bn ). E ch 

set of coefficients a and b , is valid for a particular range of 
V 
— ratios. The values for each set of 

coefficients can be calculated using least error squares fit of the data (of a particular region for 

which values of a and b are being evaluated) to a linear equation of the form of Equation d.3. 0m 

is the number of data points used to fit the data from the n th region, then in matrix form it can be 

written as 

[ m ] ..-[ u 1 v i [ a:  (4.4) 

m xl mx2 2x1 

Values of unknowns an and bn can be calculated using Equation d.5. 

[ abn 
=[[U I V ] T[U I 

V]]-1 [U I 
V]T [M] 

n 

2x1 2xm mx2 2xm m xl 

(d1.5) 

The coefficients were calculated for one, two, three, four, five, six, eight, ten and sixteen regions of 

approximations. All these approximations have been programmed in the developed software. The 

choice to select an approximation is made by the user. 
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